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1. INTRODUCTION AND PRELIMINARIES 
1.1 Overview 
Let {Xn ; n=0,l,2,.--} be a real-valued Markov chain. The purpose of this 
dissertation is to study properties of kernel type estimators of the stationary density 
and of the transition density of such a chain. 
An extension will be given to consider semi-Markov processes when the imbedded 
Markov chain has R as its state space and satisfies appropriate conditions. 
The topic of Statistical Inference for Markov Chains started receiving attention 
in the fifties. Bartlett (1951), considered the problem for a Markov chain with a finite 
state space. Derman (1956), gave asymptotic results for estimators of the stationary 
probability distribution and the transition probabilities for a Markov chain with a 
countable state space. 
The case of general state space was considered first by Roussas (1969a) and by 
Rosenblatt (1970). Both authors extended to the Markov chain case some results for 
kernel estimators of the density based on a sample of independent and identically 
distributed (i.i.d.) observations. 
In the i.i.d. case, Rosenblatt(1956), observed that "all estimators of the density 
function satisfying relatively mild conditions are necessarily biased." Parzen (1962), 
gave asymptotic properties of kernel type estimators of a univariate density / on 
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the basis of a random i.i.d sample Xi, X2, ...,Xn from /. Cacoullos (1964), extended 
these results to a p-variate density {p > 2). 
Roussas (1969a), extended Parzen's results for the case of real-valued Markov 
chains satisfying a strong condition known as Doeblin's hypothesis and also proved 
corresponding results for the transition density. The same author (1991a), proved 
strong consistency for the estimator of the stationary density assuming that the chain 
is strictly stationary, /9-mixing and satisfies some additional conditions. Rosenblatt 
(1970), considered the problem for stochastic processes satisfying geometric ergodic-
ity. Prakasa Rao (1983), proposed a recursive estimator for /, and under Rosenblatt's 
condition proved convergence in quadratic mean. Roussas (1991b), also considered 
recursive estimators under p-mixing condition. 
The goal of this dissertation is to relax some of the strong assumptions of Roussas 
and others in developing an inference theory for Markov Chains. The key assumptions 
of Roussas are: 
(i) The chain {Xn:n=0,l,2,...} satisfies Doeblin's condition, 
(ii) The chain is already in steady state, i.e. X q  has the stationary distribution, 
(iii) The chain satisfies strong mixing decay conditions. 
The second assumption rules out all initial distributions of Xq other than the 
stationary one. In particular it rules out deterministic starting points. 
There are a number of Markov chains that do not satisfy the Doeblin condition. 
For example take the autoregressive sequence {X„ : n=0,l,2,...} where 
A''n+i = pXn + en+i with \ p \  < 1 and {e„ : n = 1,2,...} i.i.d uniform ( — 1,1). 
This Markov chain has stationary density /, but it is not Doeblin recurrent 
(see example 1.3.6-b below). So Roussas'results on the asymptotic properties of its 
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estimator do not apply. 
A more interesting example comes from problems of storage of water in dams or 
reservoirs. Let X„ be the content of the dam at time n. The development of 
{Xn : n=0,l,2,...} is governed by the recursion 
Xn+i - min{vY„ + Yn+i ,K}  - min{A'„ + Yn+i ,M} 
where K is the capacity of the dam, y„ is the amount of water flowing to the dam 
during the time period (n — l,7z), and M € {0,K) is the amount of water which 
is released at time n = 1,2,... . From a practical point of view, the stationary 
probability distribution tt is of importance for assesing values of quantities like the 
proportion tTq = 7r(0) of time the dam is empty. See Asmussen (1987), Moran (1959), 
and Stadje (1993). 
The above model can be generalized, e.g. by taking M random instead of con­
stant. These models are related to other models for storages and inventories if we 
think Xn as the stock level at time n, the release corresponds to the amount 
being sold and the input Yn to reordering of the material. See Prabhu (1980). 
One of the problems faced in trying to establish asymptotic properties of kernel 
estimators is computing their variance. Doeblin condition implies that Cov{Xk,Xk+r) 
decreases rapidly to zero as r —> oo and k oo. See Doob (1953). This in turn, 
yields easily consistency and asymtotic normality of kernel type estimators of /. 
A much weaker condition than Doeblin's was introduced by Harris (1956). That 
is the so called (^recurrence or Harris recurrence. Athreya and Ney (1978) gave an 
equivalent definition of Harris recurrence. In their work they introduced the technique 
of regenerative processes for the study of the limit theory of a recurrent Harris chain. 
This was done independently by Nummelin (1978). 
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We will use the techniques of regenerative processes to propose estimators and 
prove their properties under the Harris recurrence condition and without requiring 
the two other conditions of stationarity and rapid mixing. 
In the rest of this chapter we present basic definitions and the necessary results 
to our purpose. In the second chapter we discuss the naive kernel estimator. In the 
third chapter, the results of chapter 2 will be extended to a class of kernels satisfying 
some conditions. In the fourth chapter we present some results for semi- Markov 
processes. 
1.2 Basic Definitions and Some Results 
Definition 1.2.1 Trans i t ion  Funct ion .  Let 5 be a nonempty set, S be a cr-algebra 
of subsets of S. A function P{x^A)\S x S —>• [0,1] is called a (Markov) transition 
function on (5", S) if 
(i) Va; 6 5, P(a:,.) is a probability measure on S, 
( i i )  VA 6 S, P(.,>1) is a S-measurable function. 
For TO > 0 define the iterates of F by the recursive relation 
F ' - > - ' \ x , A )  =  J ^ P ( x , d y ) P < ' ' \ y , A )  ( l . l )  
where = P and F^°\x ,A)  =  1 i{  x  ^  A  and 0 if a: G , i.e., the delta measure 
at X. Then for every n , F^"'^{x,A) is also a Markov transition function and for all 
m, n > 0, 
P('"+")(X,>1) = J^P^"'\x,dy)F^-\y,A) (1.2) 
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This is called the Chapman - Kolmogorov equation. 
Definition 1.2.2 A sequence of 5-valued random variables {YY„:n=0,l,2...} is a 
homogeneous Markov chain with P as its transition function if and only if for every 
n > 0,  
with probability 1, where for any collection D of r.v., a-{D)  is the a-  algebra gener­
ated by the r.v. in D and P{. | o-{D)) stands for conditional probability given the 
(T-algebra. We denote by the probabihty measure of the sequence {X„:n=l,2.,...} 
when  Xo  i s  d i s t r ibu ted  accord ing  to  f i .  We a l so  wr i t e  Fx  fo r  / /  =de l t a  measure  a t  x .  
The distribution fi of yYq is called the initial distribution of the Markov chain. 
Definition 1.2.3 Let {vY„:n=0,l,2...} be" an 5-valued stochastic process. A ran­
dom variable r is said to be a stopping time w.r.t. {X„:n=0,l,2...} if it assumes 
only nonnegative(integers) values and for every integer m, the event {r < m.} is 
(t(Xo, Xi,..., A'm)-measurable. Typical examples of a stopping time is a hitting time 
ta = inf{ra : n > 1,X„ G A} of a set ^4 G S. 
Definition 1.2.4 Strong Markov  Proper ty .  Let {Xn:n=0,l)2...} be a stochastic pro­
cess. We say that this process has the strong Markov property with respect to a 
stopping time r if for every m, 
where S,. is the cr-algebra {A : >1 fl (r < m) G = 0,1,2, 
Remark. The process is said to be strong Markov if it has the strong Markov 
property with respect to any stopping time r. 
P(Jr„+iGA|<7(Xo,Xi,...,X„)) = P(X„+1 G A I ^r(.Y„)) 
= P{Xn,A)  (1.3) 
PiXr + mG A\^r) = A) W.p. 1 (1.4) 
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Theorem 1.2.5 Any discrete-time Markov chain has the strong Markov property. 
This is corollary 6.2, chapter 1 in Asmussen (1987). 
Definition 1.2.6 Let {A'„:n=0,l,2...} be a Markov chain on (5, S) with transition 
function P{x,A). tt is a stationary distribution for the Markov Chain if for every 
A G S ,  
Thus if Xo is distributed according to TT, then so is Xi and hence Xn for every ra > 1. 
In  th is  case  the  cha in  { X n :n=0, l ,2 , . . .}  i s  a  s t r ic t ly  s ta t ionary  sequence .  
When the state space is discrete, we know that a state j  is recurrent if 
Pj{Tj < oo) = 1 where Tj is the hitting time of state j, defined as tj = inf{72 ; 
n > l,Xn = j}- What is the corresponding definition when the state space is 
not discrete?. Note that if {X„:n=0,l,2,...} are continuous random variables then 
Px{Xn = X for some n > 1) = 0. Thus the process may not return to the starting 
point at all. Consider, again, for example the process 
^n+i = P^n + ^n+1 with \p \  <  1 and {£„ : n = 1,2,...} i.i.d uniform ( — 1,1). 
However the process is neighborhood recurrent in the sense Px{ti < oo) = 1 for 
every  open  in terva l  I  and x  ^  S  = R.  
A very strong form of recurrence was given by 
Condition 1.3.1 Doeblin Condition. Let : n=0,l,2,...} be a Markov chain 
on (5, S). We say that the Doeblin condition is satisfied if there exist a probability 
measure 4> on the state space (5, S), a real number e > 0, and an integer no > 0 such 
(1.5) 
1.3 Regeneration 
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that 
V.T e S and VA G S, ^(""'(3:, A) > e( f ){A) .  
In the general state space, this is a very strong condition. When 5 is finite and the 
chain is irreducible, Doeblin condition is always satisfied with <?!>(.) = delta measure 
of some singleton. However, if S is countable, even a chain that is irreducible and 
satisfies Pj{Tj < 00) = 1 for every j, it need not to be Doeblin recurrent. See example 
1.3.6-a below. 
Definition 1.3.2 Let {X„:n=0,l,2,...} be a stochastic process. The maximal corre­
lation of order k, denoted by p{k), is defined as 
p { k )  =  sup{|p(^,77)| :  ^  e  a { X o , . . . , X r ) , v  e < r { X , + k , . . . ) ,  E \ ^ \ ' ^ ,  <  00} 
where is the correlation coefficient of ^ and t j . 
Definition 1.3.3 The sequence {X„:n=0,l,2,..,} is called /9-mixing if p { k )  ^ 0 as 
A: —»• 00 
Definition 1.3.4 A Markov chain {A'„:n=0,l,2,...} is called Harr is  recurrent  if there 
exists a cr-finite measure 4> on the state space (5, S) such that (p{A) > 0 implies 
Px{'''a < 00) = 1 Vx G 5 
where denotes the probability starting at x .  Any irreducible and recurrent count­
able state space Markov chain is Harris recurrent, but not necessarily Doeblin recur­
rent. 
The following is an equivalent definition given by Athreya and Ney (1978) 
Defini t ion 1.3 .5  A Markov cha in  { X n :n=0, l ,2 , . . .}  i s  ca l led  (A,e ,0 ,no)  recurrent  i i  
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there exist a set >1 G S, a probability measure 0 on A, a real number e > 0, and an 
integer no > 0 such that 
Doeblin condition would say A = S .  Definition 1.3.5 holds, e.g. with A = {A} 
for a singleton {A} if Px{Xn — A for some n > 1) = 1 Va: G 5. In this case take any 
no >  0  such  tha t  =  A)  >  0 ,  e  =  0 .5  and  <I){E)  =  A, E) .  
In many practical cases, the second definition seems easier to check than the first 
one. For S = R, a. natural choice of (f> is Lebesgue measure (possibly restricted to 
some interval). 
Example 1.3.6 Before going on, we give two examples of Harris recurrent chains 
that do not satisfy Doeblin condition. 
a) Take the simple symmetric random walk, on the set of natural numbers, with 
reflexion at 0. Namely: S — {0,1,2,...} and the transition probabilities defined by 
P(0,0) = P(0,1) = 0.5, P(i,i+ 1) = P{i,i - 1) = 0.5 for i > 1. 
Let (/> be any probability measure on 5. Then there exists I'o G S such that </>(zo) > 0. 
Now take A = {to}. Given no, P^"'°\x,A) = 0 for every a; > no + io- So Doeblin 
condition is not satisfied. Since the state 0 is recurrent and the chain is irreducible, 
Pxi'^o < oo) = 1 Vx G 5. Thus, this chain is Harris recurrent. 
b) Using the same idea we can prove that the autoregressive process considered 
ear l ie r ,  on  pp  6 ,  i s  not  Doebl in  recurrent :  Le t  (p  be  any probabi l i ty  measure  on  R.  
There exists an open interval I — {a,b) , -co < a < b < oo, such that (j){I) > 0. 
Given no, take xq such that p'^°~^xo < a — Then lima:__oo Pxi^no G /) = 0. 
Athreya and Pantula (1986) proved that this process is Harris recurrent. In fact. 
Px{ta  <  oo)  = Pxi^n  G A for some n > 1) = 1 Va: G 5 
P^(X„„ e  E)^  P^"<>\x ,E)  >  e<j) (E)  Va:  G A and  ^ E C A 
(1 .6 )  
(1.7) 
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they proved that if \ p \  < 1 and YJ j= \  does not have a purely singular distribution 
for some ra > 1, then the autoregressive process turns out to be Harris recurrent. 
The main tool to our purpose is the regeneration lemma proved by Athreya and 
Ney (1978) 
Lemma 1.3.7 Regeneration Lemma If {Xn:n=0,l,2,...} is {A,e ,4>,no)  recurrent, 
then there exists a random time N such that P^{N < oo) = 1 and 
— Px{^n  £ £ -4l 5 •*•)-^n+fc ^ ~ 
= P,{N = n) f  Py{X,  6 G Ak)c l>{dy)  
J  A  
That is, the evolution of the process for n > iV is independent of Xi, X2, 
and N and has the same distribution as {Xn:n=0,l,2,...} where Xq is distributed 
according to (j). Thus iV is a random time such that the pre-N and post-N evolution are 
independent and the post-N process has a distribution independent of Xq, 
Corollary 1.3.8 If {X„:n=0,l,2,...} is (A, e,(/),TOo) recurrent, then there exists a 
sequence of random times Ni\ i = 1,2,... such that X^i have distribution 4> on A, and 
the random tours {Xn^+j : j = 0,1,2, — Ni — 1; iV,+i — Ni} are independent, 
identically distributed, and independent of Ni. 
The regeneration lemma can be used to show the existence of a stationary mea­
sure for Harris recurrent chains. 
Theorem 1.3.9 Define 
i^{E) = E^Ef^o'l{XieE) (1.8) 
where Ni is the first regeneration time as in Lemma 1.3.7. 
Then is a stationary measure for {X„:n=0,l,2,...}, and it is unique up to a multi­
plicative constant. Since u{S) = E^N\, v is finite if and only if E^Ni < 00. 
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Corollary 1.3.10 A stationary probability distribution 7r(.) for {X„:n=0,l,2,...} 
exists if and only if E^Ni < oo, and in this case, 
<E) = ^ (1.9) 
Proofs are in Athreya and Ney (1978). 
Another characterization of the stationary measure u is given by the following 
Theorema 1.3.11 For a Harris recurrent chain, a measure u satisfies (1.8) if and 
only if 
l^gdu - (1.10) 
for every bounded measurable function g  :  { S ,  S) —> R .  
Proof: Immediate from (1.8). 
Theorem 1.3.12 Let g  any bounded measurable function, then 
E 4 > { ' S f l o ^ g { X j ) ) ^  =  J ^ g ^ { x ) i ' { d x )  +  2  J ^ g { x ) { T g ) { x ) v { d x )  (1.11) 
where T g { x )  =  
Proof. 
= l ^g ' (xHdx)  + 2£«Sfj„-'Sfi7i9(X,)3(Xi.) 
The second equality follows by Theorem 1.3.11. Now, by Markov Property, 
= l^g{x){E,^ '^^ - 'g{X, ) )u{dx)  
= j^9{<^)iTg){x)t^{dx) (1.12) 
The second equality follows by Theorem 1.3.11 again. 
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1.4 Kernel Estimators 
Our goal in the thesis is to develop appropriate estimators of the stationary 
distribution tt and of the transition function P, and in particular for their densities 
with respect to the corresponding Lebesgue measure, when S is the real line. 
Definition 1.4.1 Let {X„:n=0,l,2,...} be a homogeneous Markov chain with the 
real line as its state space and with transition function P{x,A). Assume that there 
exists a stationary probability distribution TT with density / with respect to Lebesgue 
measure. Assume also that the transition function admits density t{ylx). Let K be 
a probability density function on R and {5nm=0,l,2,...} be a sequence of positive 
numbers. If the chain is observed up to time n, define 
f „ ( x )  =  isr=oA'(^^) (1.13) 
Tldn dn  
'fj*') (1.14) 
i / I \ Qni^iV) 
in{ y  I x )  = (1.15) 
Jn(X)  
In (1.15), if fn{x) — 0, we define tn{y  | x)  = S^y .  The random functions /„ and tn  
are called kernel estimators of / and t respectively. We assume that K satisfies the 
following conditions: 
{Kl)  K{ . )  is bounded, i.e., 30<M<oo9VxGi2, K{x)  < M 
(K2)  \x \K{x)  —> 0 as |a!| ^ oo 
(iiTS) / x '^K[x)dx  < oo 
JR 
Remark. Since iif is a probability density, (iiTl) implies / K^{x)dx  < oo. 
JR 
As an example, take Kq{. )  be the uniform density on ( — 1,1), that is, Ko{x) = 
12 
|/(_i,i)(a:). Then, /„(.) reduces to 
fn{x)  =  — ^(x-Sn ,x+s„){^ j )  (1-16)  
^ ^  i=o 
1 NnjAn) 
26n n  
where Nn{An)  is the number of visits to An — (x  — Sn ,x  + 8n)  during {0,1,2, 
To finish this chapter we present, without proofs, two very useful results. 
Theorem 1.4.2 Let {R'^,Bm) be the m-dimensional Euclidean space with the 
corresponding Borel cr-algebra , and let {R, B) be the real line. 
Let K : {R '^ ,Bm)  —>• {R ,B)  be measurable satisfying: 
(i) 3 0  < M < oo 3  \K[x) \  < M Vx G i?™ 
[ i i ]  /  \K{x) \dx  < oo jRm.  
(m) ||x|||A''(a:)| —+ 0 as ||.-c|| —)• oo 
Furthermore, let g : [R"^ ,Bm)  (R^B)  be measurable such that / \g (x) \dx  < oo. 
J R"' 
Define 
gn{x)  =  J-  [  K{-^)g{x-z )dz  
On , On 
where 0 < 0 as ra —> oo. Then if g is continuous at x ,  
lim gn{x)  = g{x)  /  K{z)dz  
n--»oo J  
Proof: This is Theorem 2.1.1 in Prakasa Rao (1983). Note that K(.) need not be 
nonnegative. 
Theorem 1.4.3 (Lebesgue density theorem) Let / be locally integrable in (iZ*", Bm) 
with  respec t  to  Lebesgue  measure .  Then for  a lmost  a l l  x  
I j i y y y  ^  f i - )  
13 
where -  {y :  Xi  -  5^ <  Ui  <  Xi  +  6 „ ; i  =  l,2,...,m} and S „  
Proof: See Rudin (1987) pp 138. 
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2. NAIVE KERNEL ESTIMATOR FOR REAL-VALUED HARRIS 
CHAINS 
Let {Xn : n=0,l,2,...} be a real-valued Markov chain. In this chapter we consider 
the naive kernel estimator for the case in which there is a recurrence point A. In 
the first section we will study estimator for the stationary density and in the second 
section we will study estimator for the transition density. Let be the regeneration 
time, let A = . Through this chapter we assume < oo. In section 2.3 we 
will show that all the results in sections 2.1 and 2.2 are valid for real-valued Harris 
recurrent chains by the use of the regeneration technique outlined in 1.1.3. 
2.1 Kernel Estimator of the Stationary Density 
Let 7r(.) be the stationary probability distribution and assume that on i2\ {A}, 
7r(.) is an absolutely continuous distribution with density / with respect to Lebesgue 
measure. 
The naive kernel estimator of / is defined as in (1.16) 
p„(«) = e .4„) (2.1) 
where A„ = (a: — 5^, a; -t- 5„). In this chapter we will denote the naive kernel estimator 
as Pn{-) to distinguish it from the general case treated in chapter 3 where it will be 
denoted by /„(.). 
15 
2.1.1 Weak Consistency of p„ 
The main result of this section is Theorem 2.1.4 below which establishes the 
weak consistency of Pn{x) for f{x). In what follows x will be a generic element 
in iZ \ {A}. All conclusions asserted are supposed to hold for almost all x (w.r.t. 
Lebesgue measure) unless special assumptions such as continuity or differentiability 
of / at a; are impossed. The first step is the following 
Lemma 2.1.1 Define 
Ti'' = inf{A: >0:Xk = A} 
Ti') = inf{A: > .Yfc = A} 
Ti") = mi{k > : Xk = A} 
For i=l,2, ... ; define 
l iX jeAr . )  
J A  
Then, 
E£,{Vnl  -  = 0{5n)  (2.2)  
Proof: Since {rjni : i = 1,2,...} are i.i.d., it is enough to prove the result for i  —  1. 
By definition 
{E^Vnr?  = {E^^ f io~ ' l {XjeA^)) '  
=  { ^  [  l A n { y ) f { y ) d y f  (by Theorem 1.3.11) 
JR 
= (A7r(^„))^ 
=  0 { S l )  
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Now, 
,2  _  rp / -n^A - Ir  I V  \ \2  
=  E ^ { E - - , - ' h A X j ) r  
= ^  [ j A A y ) n y ) d y  +  2 \  [  i A A y ) E y ^ % l ' ' ' i A A X j ) f { y ) d y  V R «/ i? 
(by Theorem 1.3.12) 
Now, E^Tl < oo implies / E y { T ^ ) f i y ) d y  <  o o  and so, by the Lebesgue density j r  
theorem (Theorem 1.4.3), ^  / f { y ) d y  and / E y { T i ! ^ ) f { y ) d y  converge a.e. to 
J  A n  "  J  A n  
f { x )  and f { x ) E x { T i ^ )  respectively and for such x, bounded in n: the first integral on 
the right is equal to A7r(yl„) = 0{8n) for almost all x. For the second integral, simply 
note that EyTij^Q lA^{Xj) < EyT)^ and so, the second integral is also 0(^„) for 
almost all x. Thus £^A?/ni — C>(<5„). • 
Lemma 2.1.2 Let {A;„ : n = 1,2,...} be a nonrandom sequence of integers such that 
^ > a, 0 < a < oo. If n8n —> oo, then with 'q-n.i as defined in Lemma 2.1.1, 
1 
2kn6n 
Proof: 
^iZiVni —> A/(a:) in probability 
^i=lVni ~ r>( C ^i=liVni E^Tjni) 2Mn 2Mn 25„' 
Since -^E^rjni — ^ ^ /(®)) it is enough to prove that the first term converges 
to zero in probability. For any x  for which (2.2) holds, 
8 ~ Ei^Vni)\ > f) < 2^ ^i=l{Vni 
2 
'"jt' ft/nCn 
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Since kn5n —> oo, the proof is complete. • 
Lemma 2.1.3 Let {A'„:n=l,2,...} be a sequence of integer random variables such 
that ^ ^  a w.p. 1, 0 < a < oo. If —> oo, then 
1 
^f=iVni ^fi^) in probability 
Proof: For e > 0, let A { n , a , e )  =  { n { a  — e) < K n  <  n { a  +  e)}. For any ^ > 0 
Pa 
K 
= Pa 
+Pa 
1 
o j i -  c  Y ^ V n i -  ) ^ f { x ) >  9 , A { n , a , e )  
^ Vni - A/(a;) > 6, A^n, a, e) 
Since Kn 
[ 2 K J n  ^  
a w .  p .  1 ,  t h e  s e c o n d  t e r m  c o n v e r g e s  t o  z e r o .  N o w ,  
Pa 
< Pa 
< Pa 
I K„ 
V n i  -  A/(a;) >  e ,  A { n ,  a ,  e) 
2 K J ^  
1 1 [n(a+e)] + l 
! (  M o / f  V n i - ^ f { x ) >  e , A { n , a , e )  [re(Q -  e)J 2dn 
[ n { a  + e)] + 1 1 1 [n(a+e)]+l 
Since 
[n(a-e)] [n(a + e)] + 1 25„ 
lim lim + ' = 1, 
Y .  V n i - > ^ f { x ) > 9  
e-tOn->oo _ g)] 
the last probability converges to zero by Lemma 2.1.2. Similarly it is proved that 
E&. ^ 0. • 
Theorem 2.1.4 Let : n  = 0,1,...} be a real-valued Markov chain with sta­
t i o n a r y  t r a n s i t i o n  f u n c t i o n .  L e t  A  b e  a  r e a l  n u m b e r  s u c h  t h a t  f o r  a n y  x  G  R ,  
Px{Ta < oo) = 1 where = inf{n : n > Ij.X'n = A}. Assume < oo. 
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tI'>-
Let 7r(yl) = ^ ° (n ^ Borel set A  in R .  Assume that w  is absolutely 
^A?'a 
continuous w.r.t Lebesgue measure o n  R \  {A}. Let / be the corresponding density. 
Let > 0 and p„(a:) = 5;^ where = (x - S„,x + 5„). If ^ 0 
and n S n  —> 00, then for almost all x  and for every initial distribution, 
p n ( x )  ^  f { x )  in probability 
Proof: We may decompose p„(.) as 
2nbn 
^ E I (Xi  'j: nxj  6 A„) 
J--" A 
= a„ + + 7n (say) 
where Kn is the random number of cycles, i.e., the number of visits to A during 
{0,1,2,...}. Since n6n —> 00, a„ ^ 0 w.p.l. It is known that^J^T^^^ < 00 implies 
that the family {n — : n = 1,2,...} is tight (See Lemma 2.1.8 below). Then 
. (Kn) 
»• 0 in probability. Hence, 7„ —> 0 in probability. 
A = ^ 'E l i X i  €  A , )  
•'-•'a 
A'n 
„_T(^n) 
' Ev.  2,7l6n j_2 
Kn 1 ^ 
•tl.n 
Now the result follows from Lemma 2.1.3 and the fact that ^ w.p. 1. • n ^ 
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2.1.2 Asymptotic Normality of p„ 
Next, we will prove asymptotic normality of p„. The main results are Theorem 
2.1.9 and Theorem 2.1.10 below. First consider the following 
Lemma 2.1.5 Let the transition function P { x , . )  admit for all x  a density \  x )  
w.r.t. Lebesgue measure. Then, 
A as n6n —> oo 
Proof: From Lemma 2.1.1 
=  \ i T { A r , )  +  2 \ j ^ h S y ) E y  E  I a M i ) f { y ) d y  
+ o(^„) 
j=l 
ri"-i 
/  E ,  Y .  l A . { X j ) f { y ) d y  =  f  
^ A n  J  A ,  
rU)_i rU)_i 
E y  E h M ) - E .  E j = i  j = i  
f { y ) d y  
+  { E ,  E l A A X : ) H A n )  
j=l 
= OCn + f3n (say) 
Oi„ 
• /.. 
• L 
E y  E h M - E .  E 
i=i 
f { y ) d y  
+ I J An 
j=l 
E • ri'' < *••) - -E.( S: : ri" < k) 
i=i j=i 
«.( E : ri" > *:) - £.( E • ri" > A) 
f { y ) d y  
f { y ) d y  
j=i j=i 
= a„i + a„2 (say) 
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Since > A:) 0 as A: oo; for e > 0, there exists ko such that 
^  >  k )  <  e \ / k  >  k o -  Also a„2 is bounded above by 
/ E,(Ti" : Ti'> > k)f(y)dy + / ; Ti'l >  k ) f ( y ) i y  
J An J An 
— C>Cn21 + Cin22 (say) 
By the Lebesgue density theorem, both and converge to ExiT^^ : > 
k)f{x). So lim„|^ < e. Now, for each 0 < r < A'o, 0 < j < r, 
/  E , [hJXj ) :T '^ '  =  r ] f ( y ) d y  < f  P , {Xj  s  A ^ ) f i y ) d y  
•> An J An 
=  f  f  I y ) d x f { y ) d y  
"An " A r t  
By the Lebesgue density theorem, the last integral is 0{8'^). Since a„i is a sum of 
a finite number of terms, ^ is 0(^„). Clearly ^ converges to zero and this 
completes the proof of the lemma. • 
Lemma 2.1.6 Let {/i;„:n=l,2,...} be a sequence of integers such that ^ 
0 < a < oo. Define 
^ 2 \ k „ S „ f ( x )  M  
If nSn —> cx> and —>• 0, then Z„ -i iV(0,1) 
Proof: 
EAiVni - A7r(^„)) = 0 
VarA(^„) = ^ . k n E ^ i r j n i  - A7r(A„))^ -> 1 
ZAknOjiji^X) 
(by Lemma 2.1.5) 
So, it suffices to check Lindeberg's condition: Let us write 
^ - A7r(yl„)) 
o c .  
21 
= £ ^ni, (say) 
i=l  
Then, 
fcn 
i=l  
= : |Py„i > e) 
2 \ k n 6 n f { x )  
2 ^ 
2A<5„/(a:) ^ 
+ . i xA7r^(A„)PA 
^ n j { ^ )  
iVnl - A7r(An))^ : |7/^i - A7r(A„)l > € ^ J 2 X k J n f { x )  
vh  • \Vn\ - A7r(A„)| > e y j 2 \K6nf{ x )  
|7/„1 - A7r(A„)| > e ^ 2 \ k j ^ f { x )  
Since f{^)j the second term converges to zero. Now, since rjni > 0 w.p.l. 
[vnl '• \rjrri - A7r(A„)| > €^2Afc„5„/(x)J is bounded above by 
(where e' > e) def 1 p 
— J-On 
Vnl  '  ^"1  ^  ^  y^^knSnf{x^  
= Z)  ^a A^ j )  •  Vnl  >  e  s j2 \ k n 8 n f { x )  
+ |-^A 
Or, 
3=0 
7i( 1) 1 ^ ^ 1 
E  E  h . { X j j h . { X , )  :  >  e ^ n k J J i x )  
j=0 A:=j+1 
= c„i + c„2, (say) 
By the computations in Lemma 2.1.5, Cn2 converges to zero. Also c„i is bounded by 
'  def 1  
^nl c O n  
1 <  — 
-  s „  
^AvL-P^iVnl > e' \j2\kn6nf{ x )  
{ E ^ v h ?  
[ 2 { e ' y \ k J J { x ) \  (by Schwartz and Chebychev's inequalities) 
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which converges to zero since k^Sn —> oo. Hence Zn(e) ^ 0 and the proof of the 
lemma is complete. • 
Lemma 2.1.7 The conclusion of Lemma 2.1.6 holds if {A'„:n=l,2,...} is a sequence 
of integer random variables such that ^ ^  a w.p. 1 0 < a < oo. 
Proof: The proof is similar to the proof of Lemma 2.1.3. 
To finish this section we will prove asymptotic normality of and i f  x  ^  y  we will 
prove that Vra5^p„(a:) and \/n6^Pn{y) are asymptotically independent. 
Before doing that we present, without proving, the following result from Renewal 
Theory. 
Lemma 2.1.8 Let {Xn:n=0,l,...} be a Harris chain with a recurrence point A. Let 
A = and cr^ =Var^(T^). Let A'„ be the random number of visits to A by the 
chain during {0,1,2,...}. That is Kn = I]j=o — ^)- Then the family 
{ra — : n = 1,2,...} is tight and 
1 
n  
— a.e. as n  
a  
OO 
2 
(2.3) 
(2.4) 
Assertions (2.3) and (2.4) follow from the discrete version of proposition 1.4, chapter 
IV and proposition 4.3, chapter VI in Asmussen (1987). The first assertion is also 
derivable from the same material. 
Theorem 2.1.9 If 5n 0, n8n —> oo as n ^ oo, then 
\f^ n Vn[ x )  7r(A„) 
28n 
Proof: 
V n { x )  
25„ 
1 t(/1„) 
/  y  Vn i  2 n 6 ,  " 1=1 28r, 
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+ 
2\/n8n 
Vn) _ i  
E  ' a . { X J ) +  Y .  h . { X , )  j=o i  —  T ^  ) J--* A 
= + < (say) 
Since n S n  —> oo and the family {n — : n  = 1,2,..} is tight, " 
probability. So it is enough to show that 
„ rn\ 
Tl i . 
(ifn) 
Wr. = 
From Lemma 2.1.7, 
1 7r(/l„) 
2_ j  Vni  28„ 
Ein^ i  - At(A„)) ^ iV(0.\ j { x ) )  
Since ^ > A ^ w.p. 1 we conclude that 
n * 
rp' def 1 5  ^EC-;™ - Air(X)) i iV(0 i/(i)) 
lyno-^ i—1 ^ 
But 
t  
= sjnfrx 
1 ^ iirnA7r(A„) 
2n8n  2re^„ 
1 ^ 7r(yl„) 
2^'7m -2ra6„ ^ , 1 t=i 25. 
+ -
TT 
25. n\/n(- ) A n 
= Wn + Wil (say) 
Since ^^2^ ^ /(^) 
H'„ijV(0,l/(x)). 
Now, observe that 
0, ^ 0 in probability by Lemma 2.1.8. 
• 
^ { P n { x )  -  f { x ) )  =  V ^ ( P n ( ^ )  -  4 ; ^ )  +  ~  ,7r(^„) 
28n 28„ 
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We will find conditions under which the second term converges to zero. Suppose that 
/ is twice difFerentiable at x. Then 
7r(A„) 
26^ J An 
f L ~ + o((5^) d u  
=  l f " M 6 l  +  o { S l )  
So we have the following 
Theorem 2.1.10 If —> 0, n6n -+ oo, nS^ —> 0 for some 1 < p < 5 and / is twice 
difFerntiable at x, then 
\ f ^ { P n { x )  -  f { x ) )  N { Q ,  ^ / ( x ) ) .  
Finally, consider x  ^  y ,  x  and y  ^  A ,  and define 
p M  = — E h M )  
LTlOn j_Q 
where = (y - + 8^) 
Theorem 2.1.11 If 5„ 0, n5„ —> oo, then Vn^p„($) and \/n5^Pn{y) are asymp­
totically independent. 
Proof: For i = 1,2,..., consider ijni as defined earlier and define 
Tl(* + 1) 
E 
For any Zi, I2, 
l i y n S n  
=  h y n S n  
Pn{x) -
7r(A„) 
26„ 
-f l ^ y n S n  Pn{ y )  A B n )  
2Sn 
_ J 
2<5„ 
+ ^ 2\/^^n 
25 
7^1 _i 
c ^1_/ ^ ^ n )  c ) c  
nbn ._ ,1, 
•'"A 
ri"-i ri"-i 
+/i^ E /(X, G A„) + /2^ E 
+'.^ E /(-Y,€/t„) + i,-7i= i; /(Xj6B„) 
V^"n . _(Kn) V^0„ , _(ir„) 
•'-•'a 
•  r p [ K n )  
and proceeding as in the proof of Theorem 2.1.9, we can show that the above converges 
to a normal distribution with mean zero and variance given by 
o(^i/('^) + ^ I f i y ) )  + 2/1/2*712 
where cri2 = /zTn„_ooCovA(??„i,T„i) 
We now show that <712 = 0: 
CovA(77„i,r„i) = Cov^ 
Now, 
rU)_i jU)-i 
E ' " . ( X j ) ,  E ' b „ ( X J }  j=0  j=0  
= E. 
•rO)_i 
i: lA^i) E h S X i )  j=0 j=0 
rU)_l 
E a  E I A A X J ) I B A ^ J )  +  E A  
j=0  
AV(A„)7r(B„) 
+E/^ 
•rU)_i j-i 
j=l fc=l 
E hjXj) E 
j=0 k=j+l  
- A^7r(>l„)7r(5„) 
E ^  f  l A . M l B A ^ ) f ( u ] d u  j=q 
Since X ^ y, AnC\Bn — ^ foT n large enough. So there exists uq such that this integral 
26 
is equal to zero for n  > H q .  Also, 
j=o  k=j+ i  
E ,  
i"-i ri"-i 
^  I A A X J ) E x ,  E  I B A X , )  j=o  k=l  
I  lA.(n)E. 
f  £«  
J A „  
^a'-1 
E ' B S X k )  
k=i  
f { u ) d u  
^ n 
O) 
E  I B . ( X , )  
fc=l 
f { u ) d u  
It was proved in Lemma 2.1.5 that this expression converges to zero. Similarly it 
^) _1 
is proved that j-E^C^j^-^ J2i=o^Bn{Xk)) converges to zero. This imphes that 
Cova(77„i,T„I) = o(5„). • 
Corollary 2.1.12 Let / be twice difFerentiable at xi ,x2 ,  • • • ,Xk  \n  R  \  {A}. Let 
Sn —> 0, nSn —>• oo, and nS^ —>• 0 for some 1 < p < 5. Then 
= i (6,6.-,6), 
\ / V n { X i )  
where ^i, ^ 2, independent and identically distibuted with ~ iV(0,l). 
2.2 Kernel Estimator of the Transition Density 
In this section we will prove consistency and asymptotic normality of and 
as defined in 1.4.1 with K, the naive kernel. In this case 
q n { x , y )  
j=0 
where An = { x  — Sn, x  + S n )  and B n  =  { y  —  6 n , y  + ^n); X  a continuity point of /(.) 
and f{x) > 0. In what follows, all assertions are supposed to hold for almost all 
{x,y) w.r.t. Lebesgue measure in except when specific smoothness assumptions 
of / and q are made at particular points. 
2.2.1 Weak Consistency of and tn 
The main results of the first part of this section are Theorem 2.2.4 and Theorem 
2.2.5 below which establish the weak consistency of and tn respectively. 
Lemma 2.2.1 For i = l,2,...Define 
J = t1" 
Then 
E ^ i ^ n i - E ^ ^ n i ?  = 0 { 8 l )  
Proof: 
ri"-i 
j=0 
^ \  j  j  lA^{u )lB^ { v )q{ u , v ) d u d v  
—  A ' y ( A n  X  B n )  
=  0 { 6 l )  
where 7 is the stationary distribution of {(yYn,vYn+i) : n  —  0,1,2,...} 
E a ^ I I  = E A  
rxi"-! 
J=0 
=  E A  E  I a A X J ) I B A X J + , )  j=o 
j=:0 fc=j + l 
= a„ + fe„ ( say) 
28 
T'l 1) _ -1 ^ ^ 1 
• ' a  • 'A  ^  
bji — 2 x: h J X J ) I B A X J + ^ ) E x , , ,  E /a„(A\)/B„(X,+I) 
j=0 fc=0 
ri"-i 
=  2 \ [  /  E  l A S X k ) l B S X  k + \ ) q { u , v ) d u d v  
J a „  J B n  j . _ o  
< 2A / / 
«/ j4n 5n 
= 2A(4<J) i i£,(ri"),(«,.)d«A, 
By the Lebesgue density theorem, the last integral converges to q { x , y ) E y { T ^  ' )  <  oo 
and so 6„ = 0{8'i). Also by the same theorem ^ —)• Ag(x,y). • 
Lemma 2.2.2 Let {fen;n=l,2,...} be a nonrandom sequence of integers such that 
^ a, 0 < a < oo. Then n ' 
fcn 
E ^ n i  ^  \ q { x , y )  in probability 
-^1 
provided 0, oo. 
Proof; The proof is similar to the proof of Lemma 2.1.2 in this chapter. 
Lemma 2.2.3 Lemma 2.2.2 holds if {iirn:n=l,2,...] is a sequence of integer 
random variables such that ^ a w.p. 1, 0 < a < oo. 
Proof: Let e > 0, 0 > 0 and define A(n,a,e) = {n(a — e) < K n  <  n { a  + e)} 
F,2 i~ 
i=l  
1 K n  
" S2 - M{x,y) > ^,A(n,a,e)) 
i - i  
1  K n  
+-Pa( 
izzl 
= ani + Oin2 (say) 
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Since ^ a w.p. 1, P ^ { A ' ^ { n , a , e )  and hence a n 2  converges to zero. Now, since 
^ni > 0, 
1 
cKni ^ P a  
<  P a  
[n(Q + e)] + l 
S «P„i - A,(X,,)>«,/!(«,a,e) 
Ma + ^)l + 1 1 1 ^ _ , , . ^  „ 
r / \i r / I M I 1 a ss2 / > '^9(^)2/) ^ ^ [n(a-e)] [7i(a + e)] + 1 45^ 
Since lime_o lim„-,oo = 1) the last probability converges to zero by Lemma 
2.2.2. Similarly it is proved that fa(4 —  ^ < l { x , y )  <  — B )  ^ 0 .  •  
Theorem 2.2.4 
?n(®iy) —^ q(a:,^) in probability 
provided 5^ ^ 0, —> 00. 
Proof; 
n j=0 
•'"•'a 
The first sum converges to zero w.p. 1 because 
n • n — X A bince -
nS^ —> 00 and Pa{T^^ < 00) = 1. 
_ ji(^n) 
— converges to zero in probability, by Lemma 2.1.8, the last sum converges 
to zero in probability. Now, observe that 
4K„ 
n6?. 
E * -  =  Kn 1 
Kr. 
n 1=1 
By Lemma 2.2.3 and Lemma 2.1.8, the last expression converges to q { x , y )  in proba­
bility. 
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To finish the first part of this section, by using Theorem 2.1.4 and Theorem 
2.2.4, we establish the weak consistency of the estimator of the transition density. 
Theorem 2.2.5 If 5^ ^ 0, > oo, and f{x) > 0, 
tn{y I x )  —> t { y  I x )  in probabihty 
where is as in (1.1.15). 
2.2.2 Asymptotic Normality of and 
To finish this section, we will prove asymptotic normality of qn{x,y) and 
tn{y I «)• 
Lemma 2.2.6 If < oo and 6n 0, then 
The third term is 0(5^). By the Lebesgue density theorem, the first integral converges 
to \q{x,y). So it remains to prove that the second integral converges to zero. This 
integral is equal to 
Proof: By the computations in the proof of Lemma 2.2.1, 
-  E A , f  = 
In 
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Now, observe that 
t1"-I 
E ,  E  I a . { X I . ) I B . { X M )  =  E ,  
k=0 
y i ) _ l  
•* A '• 
E >  j  
k=o  
-hEv E Ia.{X,)IBJXM),T^^'< } 
k-0 
n ( l )  ,  r p { l )  
+  E E .  
< £,(ri" : Ti" > ,•) 
n(^) 
r = l 
r r - 1  
fc=o 
Then, 
I n  <  /  >  j ) q { u , v ) d u d v  
J  An 2 idn  J  Bn 
f  \  f  1  ^  ^ 
Ja^ 25n J Br, 28n ^  
= Ini + In2 (say) 
rri"-i 
*:=1 
q { u , v ) d u d v  
By Lebesgue density Theorem, Ini converges to E y { T ^ ^ ^  :  > j ) q { x , y ) .  Then 
lim„ I  I  771 -®" I An JBn 46 2 E 'a.{X,)IbJX,^,} •. ri" > ; fc=0 q { u , v ) d u d v  
Since limj_oo E y { T ^ ^ ^  : > j ) q { x , y )  = 0, we conclude that given e  > 0, 3 j { e )  
s u c h  t h a t  f o r  j  >  j ( e )  
lim„ I  I  /An J B n  4^2 E l A n i X k ) l B n { X k ^ l ) - - T ^ ^ ^ > j  k=0  
q { u , v ) d u d v  
<  e  
Now, for each 0 < r < j(e), 0  <  k  <  r ,  
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< [  r  [ I a ^ { X , ) I b A X , ^ x ) ]  q { u , v ) d u d v  
J An J Bn 4o^ 
= Jg f J I I z ) d z d w  q { u , v ) d u d v  
^  ^  ^  ^  I  I  z ) d z d i u q ( u , v ) d u d v  
J An ^0^1 J Bn ^ -^n '' Bn 
By Lebesgue density theorem, this multiple integral converges to q { x , y ) 6 ' ^ ' ^ ^ \ y  \  y ) .  
Since /„2 is a sum of a finite number of terms, we conclude that 7^2 converges to zero 
and this completes the proof of the lemma. • 
Lemma 2.2.7 Assume the conditions of Lemma 2.2.6. Let {A:„:n=l,2,...} be a 
sequence of integers such that i-a,0<a<oo. Define 
= ^=^_53(»„,-A7(A„xB„)) 
28r , sJ \knq{x , y )  i= i  
If nS"^ —>• oo, then Zn N{0,1) 
Proof: 
^  Y .  I a A X J ) I B A X J + I )  
j=o  
^ 1 1  ^Art{ ' ^ ) l B S ' ^ ) q [ u , v ) d u d v  
A7(A„ X B r , )  
By Lemma 2.2.6, Var^(Zn) —> 1. So it is enough to check Lindeberg's condition: Let 
us write 
= 77-^ 7=^= E(»«'- ^ 7(A„ X B„)) 
20n\/Afc„g(x,y) i=i 
= ^Wni (say) 
i=l  
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Then 
k n  
L r ^ i e )  = Y . E i , { W l r - \ W r . i \ > e )  
i=l 
=  K E ^ { W l ^ - . \ W r . x \ >  e )  
Now, observe that 
£ A [ ( » n i - A 7 ( A „ x B „ ) ) 2 : | » „ i - A 7 ( A n X S „ ) | > 2 e > / A M M ^  
< 2 + (A7(yl„ X : |^„i - A7(A„ x 5„)| > 2e^Xkn6lq{x,y) 
< 2E^ : |^„i - A7(A„ X B„)\ > 2e,JXkJM^,y) 
= 2E^ 
+  2 { X j { A n  X Bn))' 
^ni :  '^'ni >  2 e ^ X k J l q { x , y )  + A7(An X B^) 
+2£Ja ^^1 :  ^ni <  - 2 e s J X k n S l q [ x , y )  + A7(yl„ x 5„) + 2(A7(A„ x Bn)f 
— Qinl + Oin2 + ttnS (say) 
By the Lebesgue density theorena, a„3 = 0 { 6 ^ ) .  The first term, q„i, is bounded by 
E ,  
=  E ,  
= *ni > 2ey/XkJlq{x,y) 
E  I a A X j ) I b A X j + i )  :  >  2 e ^ X k J l q { x , y )  j=i 
+2J?a 
VU)_1 Ti"-i E I A A X : ) I B A X ^ ^ x )  E > 2 e ^ J X k J l q { x , y )  j=l k=j+ \  
= Q;„ii + a„i2 (say) 
Now ^a„i2 is bounded by 1^ of Lemma 2.2.6 which converges to zero. Next, Qnn 
is bounded above by 
E ^  : ^ni > 2 e s J X k J l q { x , y )  
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< >  2 e ^ X k J l q ( x , y ) )  
> 2ey'Ai„{J9(1,1/) 
(by Schwartz inequality) 
< 
= 0( 
2 ^ 
2 e \ k J l q { x , y )  
) 
(by Chebishev inequality) 
^ 2 e \ k J l q { x , y )  
= o { 6 l )  (since k J l  ->00) 
Thus, a„i = o(^^) and similarly a„2 = <'(^n) implying a„ = o(5^). Thus 
kr. L n { e )  =  
-cx-r 
A 5 l \ ^ k r , q { x , y )  
= 0(1) • 
Lemma 2.2.8 Assume the conditions of Lemma 2.2.6. Let n6^ —> 00. Let 
{Kn-T^=l,2,...} be a sequence of integer random variables such that ^ > a w.p. 
1, 0 < a < 00. Then 
—T=^-==!:(«»-A7(4„xB„)) i W(O.l) 
2 d n y X K n q { x , y )  i = i  
The proof is similar to the proof of Lemma 2.1.3. 
Theorem 2.2.9 Under conditions of Lemma 2.2.8, 
-({An X Bn) 
(ln{ x , y )  -
u i  
i iV(0,^g(®,j/)) 
Proof: 
\f^ n <ln{ x , y )  - 7(A„ X B n )  452 
V " 4n52^ 
• 71 t_ i AnSl 
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+ \/^  
j=0 ,_7n(fcn) 
-'-••'A 
It is enough to show that the first term converges in distribution to the desired limit. 
By Lemma 2.2.8, 
1 Kn 
2^\KJl t 
Since ^ this implies that 
X B r , ) )  ^  N { Q , q { x , y ) )  
Kn 
4v^ i=l 
The last expression is equal to 
iV(0, ( l { x , y ) .  
\ nS'i ^ , 
= \/^  
+ 
t i  
^{An X Bn) 
1 Kn 
Z ^ n i -
n 452 
j{An X Bn) 
452 
4« 
By Lemma 2.1.8, the second term converges to zero in probability and this completes 
the proof. • 
Now, observe that 
7(A„ X Bn)' 
\/n^i<ln{x,y) - q{x,y)) = •^fn^ 
+\A^ 
<ln{ x , y )  -
T  (•'^n X Bn ) 
45^ 
452 
- q { x , y )  
I f  { A n  X B n )  
452 - q { x , y )  =  f  f  ^ [ q [ u , v )  -  q { x , y ) ) d u d v  J  An J  Bn 
If q i x , y )  admits Taylor expansion up to two terms of the form 
q { u ,  v )  -  q { x , y )  =  C i { x , y ) { u  -  x )  +  C 2 { x , y ) { v  -  y )  +  C 3 { x , y ) { u  -  x ) ^  
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+ C i { x , y ) [ v  -  y f  +  c z { x , y ) { u  -  x ) { v  -  y )  
+ 0 ( 1 ®  -  x i j ^ )  +  o { \ y  -
then 
7(A„ X B„) 
4<52 
So, 
/* 1 /* 1 
q i x , y )  =  — \ c 3 { x , y ) { u - x ) ^  +  c i { x , y ) { v - y y ] d u d v  
=  0 ( S l )  
7(yin X B n )  
45? 9(2;,2/) nSl8i) 
and we have proved 
Corollary 2.2.10 Let nS^ —> 0 for some p : 1 < p < 6, and let q  admit a Taylor 
expansion of order 2, then 
1 
I n 8 l { q n { x , y )  -  q { x , y ) )  N { Q ,  - q { x , y ) ) .  
We finish this section proving asymptotic normality of By Theorem 2.1.4, p„(x) ^ 
f { x )  i n  p r o b a b i l i t y .  B y  C o r o l l a r y  2 . 2 . 1 0 ,  J n ^ { q n { x , y )  -  q { x , y ) )  N { 0 , \ q { x , y ) ) .  
Then if /(x) > 0 we have that 
Un = 
Also, note that 
U n  =  
q n { x , y )  q { x , y )  
Pn{ x )  Pn{ x )  
S mo 
^  ' i P C : )  
q n { x , y )  q { x , y )  + \A  ^ q { x , y )  q { x , y )  
f i x )  P n i x )  .  .  P n { x )  f { x )  
The second term can be written as \ /n6n{pn{x )  — f {x ) ) .  So, by using Theorem 
2.1.9 we have proved 
Theorem 2.2.11 Under conditions of Theorem 2.1.4, Corollary 2.2.10 and Theorem 
2.1.9, 
In this section we consider the general case in which there is not a recurrence 
point A but the chain is recurrent as in Definition 1.3.5. Assume first no = 1. In this 
situation, there exist a set A S S, a probability measure (j) on A, and a real number 
e > 0 such that: 
(i) P x { t a  < OO) = P x { X n  6 A for some ra > 1) = 1 V® G 5, 
(ii) P x i X i  e ' E )  =  P { x , E )  >  e ( f ) { E )  V® e A and VE C A. 
Following Athreya and Ney (1978), if Xk E A (o t  k > 0 ,  randomize the next 
transition as follows; 
( ) With probability p (0 < p < e) choose X^+i over A according to </), 
( ) With probability (1 — p) choose X^+i over the entire real line according to a 
transition function chosen so that the overall transition probability function 
for the chain remains unchanged. This is possible by (li) above and it is achieved by 
taking Q so that 
Since A is visited infinitely often, and each time there is a probability p > 0 that at 
the next time A is entered according to (f>, this event will ultimately occur at some 
time N < oo w.p. 1. This N will be the regeneration time. That is, N will play 
the role of Ta in our previous discussion. In this situation we still have independent 
2.3 The General Case 
P { x , E )  =  p ( j ) { E  C i  A )  +  { 1  —  p ) Q { x ,  E ) ,  X  E  A ,  E  E  T i  
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cycles, so all the results established in sections 2.1 and 2.2 hold and the proofs are 
similar. 
When no > 1, (a) and (6) are changed to: 
(a') With probability p (0 < p < e), choose X k + n o  A  according to 
{b') With probability (1 — p) choose Xk+ng over the entire real line according to a 
transition function .) chosen so that the overall transition probability for the 
chain remains unchanged. In this case take such that 
After that , realize the segment {X fc+, : 0 < 5 < no} by choosing it according to the 
conditional distribution of : 0 < s < tiq} given that the boundary values Xq and 
X„g are Xk and Xk+„g respectively. In this case we do not have independent cycles 
anymore; the cycles are 1-dependent. See Asmussen (1987). 
To prove consistency, we decompose the nonnegligible part of the sum, i.e., 
defining the corresponding estimator in two partial sums. In the 
first one we include the odd cycles and in the second one we include the even cycles. 
For illustration, let us prove Lemma 2.1.2: 
In the present situation, lA^iXj) and 
P ^ " ' ' \ x , E )  =  p ( l ) { E r ) A )  +  { l - p ) Q ^ ' " > ^ { x , E ) ,  x e A , E e ^  
By Theorem 1.3.11 
1 „ 1 „ 
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and by Theorem 1.4.3, this integral converges to A/(a:). 
Now, 
'''' 2k 5 
Each partial sum on the right side is a sum of independent random variables, so it 
follows from earlier arguments that both converge' to zero in probability . Hence by 
Slutsky's Theorem, the sum on the left side converges to zero in probability. 
The proof of asymptotic normality offers some difficulties. We need to verify a 
Lindeberg condition for a double array of 1-dependent random variables. We have 
not completed this work yet and it will be part of future research. 
2.4 Simulation 
We have seen that 
We also know that p„(a:) is biased. The bias is given by 
K i x )  =  [ K P n { x )  -  f { x ) f  
If / admits Taylor expansion. 
So 
nOn 
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Before doing simulation, observe that given x  and n, a { n ,6n, x )  is a function of (5„. 
If we were interested in the optimal value of for a particular point, we would get 
it as the minimizing value of a{n ,Sn,x). We will choose a global optimal value of (5„ 
and our citerion will be to minimize the integrated mean squared error. 
For each n ,  the optimal value of is that minimizing a { n , S n , f )  and it is given by 
This expression for (3 was observed by Rosenblatt (1956) for the i.i.d. case. 
Data from the autorregressive process = 0.5X„ + Cn+ii with e„ i.i.d. 
and €1 ~ ^(0, l),were simulated and the estimator of / was calculated for n  =  
100,200,500,2000. The results are shown in Figure 2.1. 
There is an inconvenience with the value given for (3, i.e., it depends on the 
unknown density being estimated. In the i.i.d case, several efforts have been made 
to solve this problem, but so far as we know there does not exist an universally 
accepted approach. Rudemo (1982) and Bowman (1984) proposed the least-squares 
cross-validation method. It was shown by Hall (1983) and Stone (1984) that the 
optimum value (5* given by the least-squares cross-validation method is a consistent 
estimator of the optimal bandwidth. The asymptotic normality of 5* was established 
in Hall and Marron (1987) and Scott and Terrel (1987). From the asymptotic result, 
+ o{6^ + -^ ) 
nOn 
S-n = I3n 6 where 
5 
2 r \ f ' : { x ) \ ' d x  j  —OO 
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Chiu (1991) observed that the bandwidth estimate 6* is subject to large sample 
variation and proposed a stabilized bandwidth selector method. Under commonly 
assumed smoothness conditions, the convergence rate of this method is faster than 
the convergence rate for the least-squares cross-validation method. Devroye (1994) 
showed that for some densities Chiu's method is not consistent. 
We have not gone deeply in this problem. We are considering it for future 
research. 
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Figure 2.1: Naive K. Estimator: a:n=100, b:n=200, c:n=500, d:n=2000. 
Dotted line:Estimator, Continuous line: Stationary density 
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3. GENERAL KERNEL ESTIMATORS FOR REAL-VALUED 
HARRIS CHAINS 
In this chapter we will extend the results of chapter 2 for kernel estimators. 
N o w  w e  a s s u m e  t h a t  t h e  k e r n e l  b e l o n g s  t o  a  c l a s s  s a t i s f y i n g  c o n d i t i o n s  K l ,  K 2 ,  K 3  
from chapter 1. Again, let be the regeneration time. Let A = and assume 
< oo-
Throughout this chapter we assume that (i) —> 0, (ii) The transition function 
P{x,.) possessses a jointly continuous density t{y \ x) for all x, [Hi) The invariant 
distribution tt has a continuous density /. It is possible to relax these conditions 
by imposing conditions on the kernel K. However, in the interest of keeping the 
exposition simple we impose these strong conditions on t and /. 
3.1 Kernel Estimator of the Stationary Density 
Let 7r(.) be the stationary probability distribution. We assume that o n  R \  {A\, 
7r(.) is an absolutely continuous distribution with density / with respect to Lebesgue 
measure. When the limits of integration are not specified, the integrals are taken 
over the whole real line. 
If the chain is observed up to time n ,  the kernel estimator of / at the point x  is 
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defined as 
/4^) = 
Our goal in this section is to study the properties of /„(a;). When K { . )  =  
/„(.) reduces to Pn{-) of (2.1) in chapter 2. 
3.1.1 Weak Consistency of /„ 
The main result of this section is Theorem 3.1.4 below which establishes the 
weak convergence of fn{x) for f{x). As in chapter 2, x will be a generic element in 
R \ {A} and all conclusions asserted are supposed to hold for almost all x (w.r.t. 
Lebesgue measure). The first step is the following 
Lemma 3.1.1 For i  —  1,2,..., define as in chapter 2 and now define 
Vni  — Xj C C )  
Then 
E^iVni-E^rjr^iY = 0(1) 
Remark. When K is the naive kernel |/(_i i)(x), this 7/n,- does not reduces to rjni of 
section (2.1) but rather to SnTjni and hence O(^) here. 
Proof: Since {?/„,• : i  —  1,2,,..} are i.i.d., it is enough to prove the result for i = 1. 
EAiVnl  -  = E'A^nl - (^A??nl)^ 
_ ^ 1 
E^rini  = E^ C ) j - 0  O n  b n  
= AI  y^K{~)f{u)du 
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(the last equality by Theorem 1.3.11). By Theorem 1.4.2, the last integral converges 
to Xf{x) as 6n —i- 0. 
EavIi  = 
t''' -1 
j_0 
1 X  —  X -
j = 0  ^ r i  
f i^)  1 T't ^) 1 
• ' a  ^  • ' A  
n 2 
+2£-i E E 
j=0 k - j + l  
An + Bn{ say) 
By Theorem 1.3.11, 
Since the last integral converges to f { x )  J . K ^ { z ) d z ,  we conclude thati4n = 0 { - ^ ) .  
By Markov property and Theorem 1.3.11, 
j(l)_i 
. /* l \ *-n V ^ 1 •¥•»•/ ® wY 7 V y, / V , 
= 2Ay —)-®u E ) f { ^ i ) d u  
M  P  \  - r ^ r X  —  U  ^  , ,  
< 7- / — ) E u { T A ) f { u ) d u  
On J On On 
j=l 
(the inequality holding since the kernel is bounded by M ) .  Now the continuity of t  and 
/ implies that Ex{T^^) is continuous and by Theorem 1.4.2, the last integral converges 
t o  X E x { T i ^ ) f { x ) .  T o  s e e  t h i s ,  o b s e r v e  t h a t  A  J  E x { T ^ ) f { x ) d x  =  j  E x ( T j ^ ) v { d x )  
which is finite because E^T^^ < oo. This completes the proof of the lemma. • 
Lemma 3.1.2 Let {/i:„:n=l,2...} be a sequence of integers such that ^ ^ a, 
0 < a < oo. Then, with ?/„,• as defined in Lemma 3.1.1, 
1 
"-n i=l 
\ f { x )  in probability 
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provided ^ 0, nS^ —> oo. 
Proof: 
~ j ~  ^  ^  V n i  —  ' j ~  ^ . i V n i  •^'A^ni) "I" -^A^nl 
i=l t = l 
By computations in Lemma 3.1.1, E^rjni  ^f{ x )  as S „  —> 0. So, it is enough to 
prove that 
1 
TT ~ ^AVni) -> 0 in probabihty: 
i=i  
> e) < >j I  t i  ,711/1-  /  _  ,  2,2 
"-n i-i 
2 
Since ^ > a, the last expression converges to zero by Lemma 3.1.1 and the condition 
nSn —»• oo. • 
Lemma 3.1.3 Let {iiL'„:n=l,2,...} be a sequence of integer random variables such 
that ^ > a w. p. 1, 0 < a < oo. Then 
I  Kn 
V n i  X f { x )  in probability 
;=i 
provided —> 0, n6n —>• oo. 
Proof: For e > 0, let A { n , a , e )  —  {n(a — e) < K n  <  n { a  + e)}. For any 0 > 0 
1  iC K 
P ^ i ^ ^ V n i  -  > ^ f { x )  >  0 )  =  P A { - ^ ^ V n i  -  \ f { x )  >  0 , A { n , a , e ) )  
+ P ^ ( - F -  E  V n i  -  A/(x) > d ,  A>, a, e)) 
^n i:::! 
= a„i + a„2 (say) 
Since ^ > a w. p. 1, e)) and hence an2 converge to zero. Now, 
I  Kn  
P ^ i - ^ Y l V n i  -  X f { x )  >  0 , A { n , a , e ) )  
,-=1 
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< Pa 
< 
[n(o<+e)]+l 
7-7 Ti X] Vni -  A/(a:) > e, .4(n, a, e) [ n { a  -  e)J 
[n(a + e)] + 1 
[n(a - e)] [7i(a + e)] + 
[n(a+e)]+l 
J  - ^f i ^ )  >  
1=1 
Since linie^o lini„-.oo ~ probability converges to zero by Lemma 
3.1.2. Similarly it is proved that Pa{-^ Vni — A/(a;) < —6) -h- 0. • 
Now, the last lemma is used to prove consistency of /„. 
Theorem 3.1.4 Let a: ^ A. If —> 0, nSn 00, then 
fn{ x )  f { x )  in probability 
Proof: 
fn{x)  
1 ^ 
rpik-n)  •,  
1 ^  
^  j = z O  ^  ^  "  
+ 4- ± K{^) 
(Kn)  
•'-•'a 
+ Bn + C„ (say) 
where A'„ is the random number of cycles, i e., the number of visits to A during 
{ 0 , 1 , 2 , . . . } .  
n r'" Since K is bounded and nSn 00, >1„ —0 w. p.l. By Lemma 2.1.8, -—f-
Kn) 
nSn 
0 
in probability. This implies that C n  ^  0  i n  probability. So, it is enough to prove 
that Bn converges to f(x) in probability. This follows from Lemma 3.1.3 and the fact 
that ^ ^  A~^ w.p. 1. • n ~ 
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3.1.2 Asymptotic Normality of /„ 
In this section we will prove asymptotic normality of /„. The main theorems are 
3.1.8 and 3.1.9. First consider the following 
Lemma 3.1.5 Under the assumptions established at the begining of this chapter, 
- >  \ f { x ) j K \ z ) d z  
Proof; We have already proved that ^f{x) as —> 0. Now, 
j=0 n 
J"!!) 1 
•'a ^ ^ 
j=Q fe=j+l " 
An + Bn (say) 
6n 
By Theorem 1.3.11 and Theorem 1.4.2, An —>• Xf{x) J K ^ { z ) d z  as n —> oo. So, it is 
enough to prove that jBn —> 0 as n —> oo. Now, 
Bn 2 E ,  
= 2E^ 
71(1) 1 ^ ^ 1 
^  ^  1  ^ . x - X j . ^ . x - X k  
j = 0  fc=j+l "n Sn 
rU)_i V'-i . -1 T  —  X -  • ' A  '  r  —  X  •  
j = o  k = l  Sn 
= 2A/ijr(^)E„ E K(^-^) f (u)du 
J On On On 
(the second equality by the Markov property and the third one by Theorem 1.3.11). 
Next, observe that 
. x - X ,  
E.  E 
k = l  Sn 
) - E, 
rri"-i 
E : ri" > J 
A! = 1 
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- \ -Eu 
p( 1) _ 
E K{'  
T '  ' - 1  
^ a; - X, ) : n'' < j 
fc=i 
< [ri^^ ri^'> i] 
3 
E 
r=:l 
+  -^U 
r''' -1 
E KC-
k=l 6n 
So 
5„ < 2\M [^K{^^)E^{Ti '^:Tl '^>j) f{u)du 
J On On 
-'n 
+2X I^kC- j^)±E.  
^ oj i  of i  
= 5„1 + Bn2 (say) 
'r —1 
. ^(1) _ 
ekc-^)--T:  
Lfc=i 
f { u ) d u  
It can be shown that for each j, E x { T ^ ^  : >  j )  is continuous in x .  Then, by 
Theorem 1.4.2, 
/  ' '  ^  . B . i r i " :  r i "  >  j ) f { x ) .  
This implies that 
lim„_^ / ^ K{'^)E^ 
«/ On df i  
< ME,{Ti '^:Ti '^>j) f{x) .  
y(i)_i 
i: fe=i "" f { u ) d u  
Given e > 0, choose j { e )  such that M E x { T ^ ^  :  >  j )  <  e  for j  >  j { e ) .  Then, for 
j  >  i ( e ) ,  
lim„^«| Lk{^)E,  
n 
li"-! 
E '^( 
k = i  
) :  >  j  f { u ) d u  <  e 
Next,we will prove that 5„2 ^ 0 as n —> oo. For each 0 < r- < j(e), 0 < A; < r, 
J ^K(^)K •• r i"  = >•] / ("M" 
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f { u ) d u  
By Theorem 1.4.2 the last integral converges to [ x ) f { x ) .  Since 0 and 
Bn2 is a sum of a finite number of terms, we conclude that \iran^ooBn2 = 0. Thus 
lim„_oo5„ < e and e being arbitrary, linin^oo-Bn = 0 • 
The Lemma 3.1.5 suggests a central limit theorem in terms of 
Lemma 3.1.6 Assume the hypothesis of Lemma 3.1.5. Let {A:„:n=l,2,...} be a 
sequence of integers such that >a, 0<a<oo. Define 
~ E^rfni)  
m x ) 6 - ^ j  K \ z ) d ,  
Z ,  = 
If nSn oo, then •A'^(0,1). 
Proof: 
( r y  \  E ^ { r j n i  —  E ^ r j n i )  VarA(/5„) = 7 > 1 
\ f { x ) S - ^  J K \ z ) d z  
by Lemma 3.1.5. So it suffices to check Lindeberg's condition: Let us write 
i = l  
k j i  
X f i x )kn J K ^ { z ) d 2  
= Z! (say) 
1=1 
Then 
Lr , {e)  = ^E^{W^r - \Wni\ > e )  
i = l  
= knE^{W^,: \W, ,r \>e)  
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Let A ^ ( x )  =  ^ f { x )  J  K ' ^ [ z ) d z .  
Ln{e)  = 5n 
A ^ [ x )  E,  
< 
A ^ { x )  
(j/nl - E £ , T ) n l f  : \ l ] n l  -  E ^ V n l l  >  - J ^ A {  
V^n 
vh + {EAVni)^  •• \Vni  -  £^A^ni| > eA{x)^kJ-^  
= ^n+^n (say) 
v h  •  \ V n i  -  E ^ r j n i l  >  e A { x ) ^ k n 8 -
\ V n \  -  - E A ^ n l l  >  ^ A { x ) y / k J -
Now, we observe that by Chebyshev inequality, 
R I m „2 \EA{Vnl  ~ E^rjnl)  
- A2(a:)^ e^A-^{x)kJ-^  
So by using Lemma 3.1.1 and the fact n5„ —> oo, we conclude that /3„ —»• 0. Next 
-A^{x)an = Sr.Ei^i 'n l i  : |77„i - Ec^r]ni \  > eA{x)sJk^)  
The last expression is, for large n, bounded above by 
:  \Vni \  >  e  A{ x ) y / k n S - ' ^ )  (where e  >  e) 
Ea 
y(i)_i 
1 Yir^(^ 
j -o  
) : |77„i| > eA{x)^JkJ^ 
-\-2E^ 
• 'a  ^1  x -  X -  t  —  X i  
E E j=:0 fc=j + l ) : |7/„i| > e A { x ) y J k J - ^  
By the computations in the lemma above, it is enough to prove that 
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Since K is bounded by M, 
n"-i 
j—o 
) : |77„i| > e 'A{x)^kn8- '  
< ME^ 
r'"-i 
j=0 
<  M  
<  M  
J.(l)_l 
EA{^ E K{^^)VE^{l \ \r i„, \  > e A{X)^/^)}  
j-0 
S „  ' •  ( e ' ) M » ( i ) M „ - '  "" j=0 
The second inequality follows by Scwartz inequality and the third one by Chebyshev's. 
The last expression converges to zero, since = 0{-^) and kn6n ^ oo as n —> oo. 
This shows that Ln{e) 0 as n —> oo and the proof of Lemma 3. 1.6 is complete. • 
Lemma 3.1.7 Assume the conditions of Lemma 3.1.6. Let n6n —> oo. Let {Kn : 
n = 1,2,...} be a sequence of integer random variables such that ^ > a w.p.l with 
0 < a < oo. Define 
^i=l{Vni  ~  
\ f { x ) S - ^  j  K \ z ) d z  
Then Zn —> •/V'(0,1). The proof is similar to the proof of Lemma 3.1.3. 
To finish this section we establish asymptotic normality of /„ and if a; 7^ y we 
will prove that \/n6nfn{x) and \/n^fn{y) are asymptotically independent. 
Theorem 3.1.8 If —> 0 and nSn —> 00, then 
fn{x)  - N { 0 , a ^ { x ) )  
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where = f { x )  j  K ^ { z ) d z  
Proof: 
fn{x)  -  jE^Vn.!  
1 A 1 , X - X j  _  E c ^ 1 ] n X  
n^O^n ^ Sn ' A 
= \/ nSr,  
rtk-n) 
1 7=0 " • Tid) " " 
•' J=^A 
^ r.'/ ~ \ _ ^^Vnl  
<^n A 
Since K is bounded and " converges to zero in probability, it is enough to prove 
that 
Z-f i  — \Jndxi  
^ i K n ) .  
- ''E 
™ -7.(1) 
N { 0 , a ' { x ) )  
In terms of rj'^iS, can be expressed as 
7 rTl  ^  ^ ^ Z„ = sjnbn{ -  2^ 77„i —) 
"r=i 
From Lemma 3.1.6, we know that 
/ 1 
sjKJn^Y. i 'nni-Ei .nr . i )  ^  N%\(T\X))  
,  = i  
From this and using the fact that ^ —> A~^ w. p. 1, we conclude that 
= \[^^{Vni-E^7Jr, i )^N{0,CT'{x))  
Now, 
= V^-E(^ni-^A^nl) 
™r=i 
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=  \  n 8 „  
= \  nSn 
- \f^ n 
1 K  
- t lVni  -EAVnl  
^  n  «;=i 
1 E^TJni ^ 171 
- l^Vni  ^ + (t )E^1]nl  
n " A An 
1 ifn 
-  Vni  
"• t=i 
E^^rjni  
+ \ f^nE^r]n\ \ /n{— ) 
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By Lemma 2.1.8, the second term in the last expression converges to zero in proba­
bility and this completes the proof. • 
As an immediate consequence of Theorem 3.1.8 we have 
Theorem 3.1.9 Under the additional conditions n8^ 0 for some p : 1 < p < 5, 
K  s y m m e t r i c ,  a n d  /  t w i c e  d i f f e r e n t i a b l e  a t  x ,  
\ / n ^ i f n { x )  -  f { x ) )  -i iV(0,cr^(x)) 
Proof: Since / is twice differentiable at x ,  
' n 6 n { f n i x )  -  f { x ) )  =  J n 8 n { f n { x )  - EaV-nl ) + Y^( E^Vnl  -  f i ^ ) )  
E^Vnl  
-/(«)) = \/n^ y -/(a;))c?xt 
= JnS„ l U C -p)  f ' { x ) { u  - x) + ^ f " { x ) { u  -  x Y  d u  
+o(6l)  
= O(v^) 
So, the condition on impUes that the last expression converges to zero. If K is not 
symmetric,we would need nS^ —> 0 for some p : 1 < p < 3. • 
Theorem 3.1.10 Let y  ^  x ,  x  and y  A  and consider f n { y )  =  S j = o  ) •  
If —*• 0 and nS^ —>• oo, then Vn^/„(a;) and y/n6nfn{y) are asymptotically inde­
pendent. 
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Proof: Let 
For any /i,/2, 
Vni{x)  
T n i { y )  
^ 1 X — X' 
E 
Yi(»+1) 
•'-•'a 
/l V 
— /l 
yn(^) ^ ^ A^nl fn( y )  
Ji i  
-^1) ^ 
^n) 
+ 4- 'E - T^ATnl TlOji  .__(!) ^n ^ 
1 ^ T. _ V. • 1 ^ 1 ,  Y  
+; ' i: if(iii^)+/ 1 K(y-^)  
\JnOn j—0 n w^Oji  j _Q On 
+ /l 
1 
\/n^ 
" t  — X-  1 
E if(V^) + /2 y/nS^ E ^( 
and proceeding as in the proof of Theorem 3.1.8, we can show that the above converges 
to a normal distribution with mean zero and variance given by 
j  +  l l f i y )  J  K ' ^ { z ) d z  +  2 l i l 2 c r i 2 ,  
where = /i"i„_oo5nCovA(77„i,r„i). 
Now we will show that (Ti2 = 0: 
Cova [7?„l,r„i] = [^/nlTni] -
W'-I 
E i ,  [ V n l T n l ]  = £'a E fE f A'(^) j=0 ^ j=:0 
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j=0 ^ ^ " " 
Ti"-1 
- \ -2E^ 
= An + Bn 
ri"-l 
E f A'(^ 
j=0 ^ 
(say) 
)Ex, E F^( y - X ,  
t = l ^n 
By Theorem 1.3.11, we have that 
w  d j l  d j l  O j ^  d j i  
Consider x  <  y  and let e  =  
1 /'®+' e X  —  u  1  y  —  u   +«  ^ ^ , x  .  L  ^ , ,  .  ,  ,  
An = -  -r^^~l , — 
e J-oo On On On On 
1 /"*> e  ^ ^ , x  —  u .  1  ^ ^ , y  —  u .  ,  ,  
+  -  /  - K { — — ) - K C - — ) f i u ) d  
€ jx  + € 0j2 oj i  dj2 of i  
1 yX + C ^  ^ aj _  1 ^ ^ 
-oo on on on On ^  i L  
1 f°° u  — X X — u  l  J . . , y  —  u  
+ •  f  
J xH 
- K {  —  ) - K C - — ) f { u ) d u  
€  + €  8 n  
Given ei > 0, there exists no such that on (—oo,® + e), < ei  and on 
{ x  + e,oo), <  e x  for every n  >  uq.  Then for such n. 
An < \ r ' ^ K { '^) f{u)du+ r  j - K { ^ ) f { u ) d n  
I J - o o  O n  O n  J x + e  O n  O n  
< ^ 
e 
/  ^ K l ^ ) f ( u ) d u  +  I  - - K ( ^ — ^ ) f ( u ) i x  
J  U j i  O n  J On On 
Then, limL„_oo^n < + f i v ) )  by Theorem 1.4.2. Now, let €i ^ 0. Again by 
Theorem 1.3.11, we have that 
B„ 
rl"-i 
2A / E f A'( J On On On 
1 - Xk ) f { u ) d u  
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=  y  f  K { ^ ) E ^  Y ,  
As in the proof of Lemma 3.1.5, the last integral converges to zero as n —>• oo. Then 
^„CoV^ [7/„l,T„i] = SniAn + - £^A?7nl) 
Since Ei^rjni A/(.'c) and E^^Tni —> ^f{y) the above goes to zero as n oo and this 
completes the proof of the Theorem. • 
3.2 Kernel Estimator of the Transition Density 
In this section we will prove consistency and asymptotic normality of and 
We will assume that a; is a continuity point of / and f{x) > 0. In what follows, 
all assertions ares supposed to hold for almost all {x,y) with respect to Lebesgue 
measure in except when specific smoothness assumptions of / and q are made at 
particular points. By convenience in this section, K{u,v) K{u)K{v). So 
Qni^^y)  — ^2 ^—1 ( X ' X ' j^ O 
3.2.1 Weak Consistency of and 
Lemma 3.2.1 With : i  —  1,2,...; as defined in section 1, define now 
. j,(,) ° n  O n  J--* A 
Then 
= 0{8l)  
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Proof: It is enough to prove the result for i = 1 
= E -  { E  
t' '' -1 
j = 0  ° n  <?n 
^j+1 
^ l > ' < l i x , y ) i  j  K { u ) d u f  
(the equality by Theorem 1.3.11 and the approximation by Theorem 1.4.2). So 
(^A^nl)' = 0(5^). 
2 
nl E, 
x ~ X ^  y - X i ^ ,  
E K{' 
j = o  Sn 
= Ea E j=0 Or, 
Ji(l) _1 _l 
+2B^ E E j = 0  k = j + l  " n  " n  O n  O n  
By Theorems 1.3.11 and 1.4.2 the first term is approximately equal to 
K^{u)du)^  = 0(81)  
By Markov property, the second term is equal to 
-Tit 1 ) 
E, 
Ti"-1 
L ' t  ^  y  \  T P  X k  y  —  X k + i  
j=0 
= v/^< X  —  u  y  —  V  )E.  
Sn ' 8, 
< XM^j  jKC"" 
k = 0  
2^ i—,—7 
A:=0 
q { u , v ) d u d v  
= \mX / «„ ' «: 1 — u y — V 
X~'X~ 
)Ev{T^^)q{u,v)dudv 
) E y { T ^ ^ ) q { u , v ) d u d v  
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(the first equality by Theorem 1.3.11 and the inequality because K is bounded by 
M). To finish the proof it is enough to prove that the last integral converges to some 
finite number. Observe that 
j j —  l ) q { u , v ) d u d v  =  j J Ey{T^^ — l ) f { u ) t { u , v ) d u d v  
=  I  f { u ) t { u , v ) d u  
=  I  E, { tP  -  l) f { v ) d v  
d v  
< GO 
By using Theorem 1.4.2, this implies that 
X  —  u  y  —  V  ^  ) E y { T ^ ^ ' ' -  \ ) q { u , v ) d u d v  q [ x , y ) E y { T ) ^ '  -  l ) <  o o .  •  (1) 
Lemma 3.2.2 Let {A:„:n=l,2,...} be a sequence of integer numbers such that ^ > a 
with 0 < a < oo. Then 
1 1 
V 
provided 0 and —s- oo. 
Proof: 
\ q { x ^ y )  in probability 
K t t s y -  K t J i  
From the proof of Lemma 3.2.1, E^^ [^^m] —^ Mi^^y)- So, it is enough to prove 
IT X] ~ ® probability 
Pa < 
Ke^l  
1 fcn 
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The first equality because : i  = are independent and the second one 
because they are identically distributed. By hypothesis and by Lemma .3.2.1 the last 
expression is O(^) and since n6^ —>• oo, the convergence in probability is proved. • 
Lemma 3.2.3 Let {Kn-vi=l,2,...} be a sequence of integer random variables such 
that — a w.p. 1 where 0 < a < oo. Then 
n  ^  
i-
Knk^'n 
\ q { x , y )  in probability 
provided ^ 0 and nS^ —> oo. 
Proof: Let e > 0, ^ > 0 and define A { n ,  a ,  e) = {re(a — e) < K n  <  n { a  + e)}. 
K K 
i - i  0 ^  t i n  i - i  
1 1 
-  M { x , y )  >  e , A ' { n , a , € ) )  
•Knir{6l  
Since ^ a w. p. 1, the second term converges to zero. Now, 
1 1 
-  > ^ q { x , y )  >  0 , A { n , a , € ) )  
^ 1=1 n 
< Pa 
= Pa 
< Pa 
^ ["(«+£)] 
- Ag(a;,y) >(9,yl(n,a,e) [«(«- e)] 
[TO(a + e)] + 1 
[ n ( a  — e)] [ra(a + e)] 
[n(a + e)] + 1 
[n(a+€)]+l 
TT ^  7 2 ~  y)  > 
+ ;z=l °n 
1 ["(°'+^)I+l 1 
i  a  - ^ ^ n i  -  \ q { x , y )  >  9  
1=1 
[n(a - e)] [n(a + e)] + 
Since lim£_o limn_oo — 1) the last probability converges to zero by Lemma 
3.2.2. A similar argument proves that 
Kn 
0„ 
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and this completes the proof • 
To finish the first part of this section we will use these lemmas to prove consis­
t e n c y  o f  q n i x , y )  a n d  |  x ) .  
Theorem 3.2.4 If 0 and nS^ —> oo, then 
qn{x,y) g(a:,y) in probability 
Proof: 
q n [ x , y )  =  f  '  7  )  
^ On 
71(1) _1 
_ ^ ^ r r / ^  ~ ^ 3  y  ~ ^j+1 \ 
71^2  ^  ^  ^ ' 
™ ;=! . ^(K-n) i=T^ 3 •'•A 
Where is the random number of cycles. Since K is bounded, the first term 
converges to zero with probability one. The third term converges to zero in probability 
because — > 0 in probability. So it is enough to prove that the second term 
converges to q { x , y )  in probability. 
1 ^ 1 ^  K n  1  ^  1  ^  
n  Kntr[8l  
Since ^ ^  with probability one, the result follows from Lemma 3.2.3. • 
Theorem 3.2.5 If f{x) > 0, ^ 0 and n8\ —>• 00, then 
^n(y I x )  —i- t { y  I a:) in probability 
Proof: It follows by using Slutsky's theorem. Theorem 3.1.4 and Theorem 3.2.4. 
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3.2.2 Asymptotic Normality of and 
In the rest of this chapter we will discuss asymptotic normality of and 
First consider the following 
Lemma 3.2.6 If t { y  | a:) is continuous in x  and y ,  then 
1 
<5„ 
^  \ q { x . y ) { j  K \ z ) d z f  
provided > 0 and n8\ —>• oo. 
Proof: From the proof of Lemma 3.2.2, ^ 0 
2^0) _1 
Y.  j=0 
a: - X j  y  -  X j + i  ^  
c ' c / 
j = o  k - j + l  "  "  "  
r  r  \  X  —  1 1  y  —  v  
The first term  i s  equal to  A  /  /  ~ K ^ {—-—,—-—)q{u,v)dudv and this integral 
J  J  0 -  O n  O n  
converges to X q { x , y ) {  j  K ' ^ { z ) d z Y .  So, the Lemma will be proved if we prove that 
the second term converges to zero. By Markov property, this sum is equal to 
r —1 _ v - . V  2 17' 1  p . - / x - X j  y - X j + i  \  p  P C I  ^ ~^i' yzA!L±L\ 
^3=0 V ' S„ ^k=0 S„ ^ Sn ) 
and by Theorem 1.3.11, equal to 
Now, 
•rO)_i 
k=0 
q { u , v ) d u d v  
E, E 
k=0 
= E. 
rU)_i 
k = 0  
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-\-E-u 
<  >  j )  
k=0 
"'(1) . 
^ ^ _ 
+X] 
r=:l 
E K( ®  —  ^ j  y  —  X k + \  ^ .  ^ ( 1 )  _  c ' c ) • •'•/i -
k = 0  
Then, introducing the notation quv = q { u , v ) d u d v ,  the last integral is bounded above 
by 
//s-< 6n ' )E,{Ti'> : > j)qu 
1 X  —  u  y  —  V  
I  6^^^ '  8n ' Sr.  
= Inl + /n2 (say) 
+1 
J,—I k = 0  6 n  '  
Note that Ini converges to N P E y { T ^ ^  ; >  j ) q { x , y ) ,  then 
n— r 1 ^^,x — u y — v.^ 
hmn^co J Sn ' <^n 
7^(1) _i 
x - X k  y - X ,  
E fc=i 
*= + 1 \ . ) : > J 
< M-'EyCT^l^ > j)q{x,y) 
Given e > 0, choose j(e) such that M^Ey{T^^'' : > j)q{x,y) < e for j  >  j { e ) .  
Then 
r: /* 1 — u y — V . „ 
hmn^ooy —)-®" 
rr^i)_i 
6n ' 
*:=0 
< e 
Now, for each 0 < r < j { e ) ,  0  <  k  < r ,  
1  x  —  u  y  —  V  
Sn ' Sn 
- )Ev T,', ^  y - X k + l  , (1) _ ' c  1  c  
1 j.^^x — u y — V )Ev K{ X  -  X k  y  -  X k + i  
5n '  Sn 
(Juv 
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1 —  u  y  —  V  
~87'~S7 
1 X  —  z  y  —  I V  !> I  v ) t { w  I  z ) d z d w  Quv Sn S„ 
Since the last multiple integral converges to q { x , y ) t ^ ^ \ y  \  y )  and I n 2  is a sum of a 
finite number of terms, we conclude that lim„_oo-^n2 ^ ^ a^nd since e > 0 is arbitrary 
this completes the proof of the Lemma. • 
Lemma 3.2.7 Let { k ^  : n  —  1,2,...} be a sequence of integer numbers such that 
> a with 0 < a < oo. Define 
n 
= 
^ K X q { x , y )  j  K ' ^ { z ) d z  i =  
Then, under hypothesis of Lemma 3.2.6, ^(0,1) 
Proof: By Lemma 3.2.6, VarA(^n) —> 1 as ra —> cx). So it is enough to check Linde-
berg's condition: Let A^{x,y) = \q{x,y){ j K^{z)dzY. With this notation. 
h f i  
Zn = E 
1 1 
i — l  \ / k n A . { ^ ^ ^ y )  
= (say) 
t=l 
Then 
kn 
U e )  =  J 2 E ^ { W ^ i - - \ W n i \ > e )  
i=l 
= KE^{W^,: \Wr.r \>e)  
1 
< 
2 
A { x , y )  
(«'„! - E^^ni f  • > e^f^^A{x,y)  
E ^ \ - ^ )  +  )  :  7  >  e s J k r , A [ x , y )  
Since ^ 0, it is enough to prove that > e\/S^A(x,y)j 
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converges to zero. 
+-£'A 
.  l ^ - n i r r  ^  
-jr • 7 > ^\JknA{x,y)  
rSl . ^ 
<5? • <5„ 
d^nl 
< -e\ lKA[x,y)  + 
Now observe that 
< 
^nl 
= E^ 
^ ^ 
• 5n 
> e ' /^A{x,y)  + A^nl 
> e \ f K A { x , y )  
x - X ,  
p  ^  ^ ^ j=0 Sn 
+ o(l) 
(From the proof of Lemma 3.2.6) 
To finish the proof, observe that 
Ti"-1 
E, 1 V- T ^ 2 , ^ - ^ j  y - X j + l ^  ^-nl ^ , « S '"aT- ' ~ ^  ^^^KA(x,y)  
n j=0 
r'"-i 
5n 
< ^ T.  K( ,  . . j ~ o  O n  Sn 
M^Ea ^nl  ^nl 
< 
L • <^n 
2 
nl 
> € \[knA{ x , y )  
[ 81 KSle 'A\x ,y) \  
= M ^ E A  
81 [M^M2(x,2/)J 
Since A:„5^ —> oo, the result follows from Lemma 3.2.6. • 
Lemma 3.2.8 Lemma 3.2.7 holds with { K n  : n  =  1,2,...} a sequence of integer 
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random variables such that ^ a w.p.l with 0 < a < oo. The proof is similar to 
the proof of Lemma 3.2.3. 
Theorem 3.2.9 If t { y  ]  x )  is continuous in x  and y  and > oo, then 
^nl \ d ]\T/ri 2/ \\ 
-) iV(0,cr { x , y ) )  
\6l 
where c T ^ { x , y )  =  q { x , y ) {  j  K ' ^ { z ) d z f .  
Proof: 
\f^ni(ln{x,y) -
\6l 
 ^ \f^ n 
+ \fnSl 
1 1 
C2 
n( 1) 
Ei^^nX 
'-1 1 •'A ^ 
n jrrO 
\8l 
x - Xj y - Xj ;+i 
J--'A 
Since K is bounded and — )• 0 in probability, it is enough to prove that 
fi iCn 1 
- V —^ \f^ 
We know from Lemma 3.2.8 that 
nl 
n S'i x=\ n 
N { 0 , a ^ { x , y ) )  
W„ 'i' v'AEi;^E^(»„. -£A»„,)-i JV(0,<r=(z,!,)) 
But 
Since ^ + A ^ w.p. 1, we conclude that 
Tn = \PE^(*m-£^A^.i)^iV(0,cr2(x,y)) 
V ^ ,=l 
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Now, observe that 
Tn = 
= 
1 1 KnEl^^r.1 
n 81 
1^ 1 T 
i=l '^n 
£^A^nl 
n.e<^r"' A,52 
, . ^,1 A' 
+ <^n „ \/n(T ) 
oi An 
Since ^ \ q { x , y ) [  J K{u)dtiY (from the proof of Lemma 3.2.1), Lemma 2.1.8 
completes the proof. • 
Now observe that 
\ f ^ { q n { x , y )  -  q { x , y ) )  =  q ^ { x , y ) -
+\/^ 
If q { x , y )  admits Taylor expansion. 
Ea'^ui 
\6l 
\si 
q { ^ , y )  
1 
q { u , v )  -  q { x , y )  = C i { x , y ) { u  -  x )  +  C 2 { x , y ) { v  -  y )  +  ^ C 2 [ x , y f  
1 
+  ^C 4 ( a : , 2 / ) 2  +  c ^ { u  -  a ; ) ( ^ ;  -  y )  +  o { 8 l )  
Then if K is symmetric. 
A«; 
1 X — u y — V, 
r  ,  r  - ) { q i i i , v )  -  q { x , y ) ) d u d v  
o n  o n  
^ ^~6~^ [c3(a;,2/)(^f - xf + C4{x,y){v - yf] dudv 
+ o { S l )  
Now, 
—  u y  —  v ^ ,  ,  
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d u  
= S „ l ( ^ ^ ) ' K ( u - x ) d u  
=  S l j z ^ K ( z ) i z  
1 X  —  u  y  —  V  
[/1''¥" c/u 
Similarly, it is proved that f  - — K {  
J 
So 
A<52 - 9(a:,y) = Oiyf^X) 
=  
Then we have proved the following 
Theorem 3.2.10 Let q  be of class in a neighborhood of { x , y ) .  If K is symmetric 
and n6^ —> 0 for some 2 < p < Q, then 
\ f ^ { ( l n { x , y )  -  q { x , y ) )  N { 0 , ( T \ x , y ) )  
where c r ' ^ { x , y )  =  q { x , y ) {  j  K ^ { z ) d z f .  
To finish this chaptei:, we prove asymptotic normality of 
Theorem 3.2.11 If f[x) > 0 then under conditions of Theroem 3.2.10 and Theorem 
3.1.4, 
\/^(in(2/I a:) - I a:)) -i N { 0 , t { x , y ) )  
< i { = ' , y )  j ^ y  K ' ^ { z ) d z  
where r(x,j/) = S H ^ ]  
Proof: By Theorem 3.2.10 and Theorem 3.1.4, 
q n { x , y )  q { x , y )  
\f^ n 
. f n { x )  f n { x )  
•< Ar(o 
' ' /'(«) 
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Now, observe that 
\f^ n q n { x , y )  _  q { x , y )  f n { x )  f n { x )  
= 
+ \/n5^ 
q n { x , y )  _  q i x , y )  
.  f n { x )  f ( x )  
q { x , y )  q { x , y  
/ ( ® )  f n { x ) _  
=  - f i ^ i ^ n i y  \  x )  -  t { y  \  x ) ]  
J n \ X ) f [ X )  
By Theorem 3.1.9, the second term converges to zero in probability and this completes 
the proof. • 
3.3 Simulation 
For the general kernel estimator , the variance of f n { x )  is given by 
VarA/n(a:) 
_  f i x )  I  K \ z ) i  
nSr,  
If / admits Taylor expansion, the bias is given by 
B l { x )  =  [ E , U x ) - f { x f  
- 8 j { x )  I  z K { z ) d z + ^ - 5 l f " { x )  I  z ' K i z ) d z  + o{St,) 
If K is symmetric. 
b U x )  = f  " { x )  j  z ' ^ K { z ) d z  + o{6t) 
So 
j  E „ \ f n { x )  -  f { x ) \ ^ d x  =  ^  j  K ^ { ) z ) d z +  ^ 8 ^  j  z ^ K { z ) d z  j \ f " { x ) \ ^ d x  
1 
= a(X,n,5„,/) +0(^ + 5^) 
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Given n  and the kernel K, a { K , n , 5 n ,  f )  is a function in 6 ^  (and /). The optimal 
value of Sn is that minimizing it and it is given by Sn ~ where now, 
1 
f K\ z ) d z  
l3 = 1 
[ /  z ^ K { z ) d z ^  j \ f " { x ) \ ^ d x  
Using the data simulated in chapter 2, it was estimated / by using the standard 
normal kernel. The results are shown in Figure 3.1 . 
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Figure 3.1: Normal Estimator: a:n=100, b:n=200, c:n=500, d:n=2000. 
Dotted line:Estimator, Continuous line:Stationary Density 
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4. KERNEL ESTIMATORS FOR SEMI-MARKOV PROCESSES 
4.1 Introduction 
Let {X„ : n = 0,1,...} be a Markov chain with state space (5, S). Assume that 
there exists a A G 5 such that Px{T^ < oo) = 1 and < oo. Recall that if 
{Xn : n = 0,1,...} is a Harris chain then for some no > 1, : n = 0,1,...} is a 
Markov chain for which a distinguished point A can be constructed by enlarging the 
state space. Thus the results of this chapter apply to Harris chains. 
Let { G { x , . )  : x G 5} be a family of distribution functions such that G(a;,0) = 0 
for all X E: S. Given {Xn : n — 0,1,...}, let {T„ : n = 0,1,...} be a sequence of 
independent random variables such that 
P{Tn < t  I {Xn :  n  = 0,1,...}) •= G { X n , t )  for all f > 0. 
These {T„ : n  =  0,1,...} are called sojourn times. Let S o  = 0, 5„ = y2i= o  
TO > 1 and let 
Yt = Xn S„ < i < 5„+i, TO = 0,1,2,... 
Since Px{Xn = A for some TO > 1) = 1, {Xn : to = 0,1,...} hits A infinitely often, 
say at Ni, N2,... and so by the strong law of large numbers, w.p. 1 and 
hence 5n —> 00 w.p. 1 and so X { t )  is well defined for all t .  The process {Ft ' •  t  >  0 }  
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has state space S  and is not Markov unless G ( x , .) is exponential for all x .  However, 
{AVn = : n = 0,1,...} is still a Markov chain. Thus i > 0} sampled at 
t  =  T n ,  n = 0,1,2,... is Markov but not for all t  > 0. For this reason it is called a 
semi-Markov process. 
In this chapter, we assume S  =  R  and S = B { R ) .  
Estimators for the stationary density / and the transition density t  of the Markov 
chain {A'„ : n = 0,1,...} are the same as defined in previous chapters. 
The main goals in this chapter will be to propose estimator for G ( x ,  t )  and prove 
its properties. 
With this in mind, as before, we observe the process up to time n .  Besides the 
information {Xq, Xi, ...,Xn}, now we have {Tq, Ti, ...,Tn_i} where for i = 0,1, — 
1, Ti is the sojourn time in Xi. 
Fix X  £  R  \  {A} and take = (a? — + 5„). During {0,1,...,n} let 
N i , N2,Nl^ be the times of visits by the process to i.e., for i — 1,2,...,Z„, 
Xi\f- G An', and let Tff. be the corresponding sojourn times. Given ATq, A*!,..., An; 
: i — 1,2,...,Z„ are independent, but not identically distributed. 
Define 
G n { x , t )  =  
i=l 
We propose G n { x , t )  as an estimator of G { x , t ) .  We will prove consistency of 
Gn(x,t) in section 2 and asymptotic normality in section 3. The method of proof of 
these results is the same one used in previous chapters. 
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4.2 Consistency of Gn{x,t) 
The main result of this section is Theorem 4.2.3 establishing weak consistency 
o f  G n { x , t ) .  
Lemma 4.2.1 Let {A;„ : ra = 1,2,...} be a sequence of integers such that a, 
0 < a < oo. For i  = 1,2,...,A:„, define 
'tt(»+1) _i 
1 
= E ^ \ G i X j , t )  -  a { x , t ) \ I { X j  A „ )  
• j(0 J— 
I f l i m 5 „ _ o / '  : ; ^ \ G { y , t ) - G { x , t ) \ f { y ) d y  =  0 , t h e n  
J\x-y\<5n ^On 
kn 
in = TT 0 probability 
t=i 
Proof: Since : i  = •  1,2,...} are i.i.d and £'A^ni —^ 0 by hypothesis, 0 
and since > 0, the result follows. • 
Lemma 4.2.2 Let { K n  ' •  n  = 1,2,...} be a sequence of integer random variables 
such that ^ > a w.p. 1 with 0 < a < oo. Under the hypothesis of Lemma 4.2.1, 
1 K n  
-T.U K n U  
0 in probability 
Proof: Let e > 0, 0 > 0 and let A { n ,  a ,  e) = {n(a —  e )  <  K n  <  n { a  +  e)} 
Pa 
1 ifn 
t=l 
1 Kn 
i = i  
= Pa 
= ani + an2 (say) 
+ Pa 
1 k „  
i=l 
I  K n  
^ j4(r2., a, e) 
" i=i 
+ Pa ^ ^ ini > 0, A'in, a, e) 
K, n  i = l  
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Since ^ > a w.p. 1; the second term converges to zero. Now, 
Pa 
I Kn 
^ni > 0,yl(ra,a,e) j=i 
< Pa 
= Pa 
1 [n(a+e)]+l 
r / \ ]  Y ,  ^ n i >  0 , A { n , a , € )  
F ( a :  -  e ) ]  
[n(a + e)] + 1 [n(a+€)]+l 
^ni ^ 
•*• i=l [n(a - e ]  [n(a + e)] + 
Since lime_o lim„_oo = 1 as n —> oo, the last probability converges to zero 
by Lemma 4.2.1. Similarly it is proved that a„2 ^0. • 
Theorem 4.2.3 Fix x  G  R  \  {A}. Let f { x )  >  0. Let 5 ^  —> 0. If 
lim5„_o [  ^|G(y,t) -  G { x , t ) \ f { y ) d y  = 0, ^ / f { y ) d y  f { x ) ,  and n S n  -> 
J \ x - y \ < S n  2 d n  "  J  A n  
o o  a s  n  — y  oo, then 
G n { x , t )  — >  G { x , t ) '  in probability 
Proof: Recall that Ni,N2,...,Ni^ are times of visits to An and 
G „ ( x , t )  =  
^ri j-i 
- G(i,()| + G { x , t )  
= Oi^nl Otn2 + G[x^t) 
It was proved in chapter 2 that if ^ / f { y ) d y  — >  f { x )  then P n { x )  —> f { x )  in 
" J An 
probability (Theorem 2.1.4). But from definition, Pnix) = So, ^ oo in 
probability if f { x )  >  0. Besides that, conditioned on {X„ : n  =  0,1,...}, (/(TjVj < 
t) — G(XjVj,t)) are independent random variables with mean zero. Then ani converges 
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to zero in probability. Next we will prove that a„2 converges to zero in probability: 
j=i Lin j=o 
yO) _ J 
=  - r  T ,  \ G ( X i , t )  -  G { x , t ) \ i ( X j  € yi„) j=o 
+ - r ' T ,  i G { X j , t )  -  G { x , m x j  €  A ^ )  
r(i) 
-'a 
+ -r E |G(X;,f)-G(i!:,()|/(X, 6 A„) 
= Q:n2i + a„22 + Q!n23 (say) 
Since —»• oo in probability, a„2i converges to zero in probability. Also a„23 con-
K 
Ln 
(K ) * 
verges to zero in probability because —jf"— does by thightness of (n — " ). 
Now, 
C..22 = 'S : ^ \ G ( X i , t ) - a ( x , t ) \ I ( X i < i A , )  
n Ln lin i^i , i )  'iOn 
Kn2n5n 1 
~~ t t/- 2^ 
n  L n  K f i  
Therefore, by Lemma 2.1.8, Theorem 2.1.4, and Lemma 4.2.2, 0^22 converges to zero 
in probability. • 
4.3 Asymptotic Normality of G n {x, t )  
The main result of this section is Theorem 4.3.5. 
Lemma 4.3.1 For i  =  1,2,...; define 
^ - a(Xi,tmXi € A.) 
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Let ^ j EuT/:^f{ u ) d u  and ^ j f { u ) d  u  be bounded in n. Then 
Proof: 
E A { ^ n l - E ^ ^ „ l ) '  = O(^) 
o„ 
r'"-i 
E  G ' ( X i , t ) { l - G { X i , t ) f I { X j € A „ )  
j'( 1) _ 1 ^ 
E °E G{Xj,t){i ~ a{Xi,t))G(x,,t) 
n j=0 k=j+l 
(1 - G {x , , t ) ) i {x j  e  A ^ ) I { X ,  e  A n )  
= 0!n + /3„ (say) 
A 
- /  : ^ G ' ^ { u , t ) { l  -  G { u , t ) f f { u ) d u  
-  [  Y ^ { u ) d i  
n » An Oji <  /  — T ( u ] a u  b4o 
Next, 
/Sn = Z G(Xj,t)(l-G(Xj,t))I(XjeA„) j=o 
j(l)_l 
K=1 
^  r f  : ^ G ( u , t ) ( l - G ( u , t ) ) E , i T i ' ^ - l ) f ( u ) d u  
"n J An 
< ^ / ~ E M ( u ) i u  
= 0(i) • 
On 
Lemma 4.3.2 Assume the hypotheses of Theorem 4.2.3. Let {kn : n = 1,2,...} be 
a sequence of integers such that ^ > a with 0 < a < oo. Let —+ 0 and n6n oo. 
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Then, 
I fcn 
— ^  —i- Xf{x)G{x,t){l — G{x,t)) in probability 
l^n . — i 
Proof: 
E ^ ^ n i )  +  E ^ ^ n l  
Bv Theorem 1.3.11, ^A^ni —  ^  [  7 r ^ G { y ^ t ) { l  —  G { y , t ) ) f { y ) d y  and under the 
J An 20n 
hypotheses of Theorem 4.2.3, this integral converges to \ f ( x ) G { x , t ) { \  —  G { x ^ t ) ) .  So, 
it is enough to prove that ^ 0 in probability: 
EC®' - > e) < 
J—1 ^  
Similarly, it is proved that Pa {-^ < —e) = Since k^Sn —> 
oo, the proof is complete. • 
Lemma 4.3.3 Let {A'„ : n  = 1,2,...} be a sequence of integer random variables 
such that ^ > a w.p. 1 with 0 < a < oo. Under the hypotheses of Lemma 4.3.2, 
77" E \ f ( x ) G { x , t ) { l  —  G { x , t ) )  in probability 
t=i 
The proof is similar to the proof of Lemma 4.2.3. 
Lemma 4.3.4 Under hypotheses of Theorem 4.3.2 and Lemma 4.3.1, 
—  ^ G { X N ^ , t ) { l - G { X N ^ , t ) )  G { x , t ) { l  -  G { x , t ] )  in probability 
, _ n  
Proof: 
j = 0  
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j-0 
=  G ( X j , t ) ( l  -  G ( X j , t ) ) I ( X , -  e  A . )  
Ln n Kn J _ j  lOn ._ (i) 
•'-•'a 
+-r E G(x,,()(i-G(x,,i))/(x,e4„) 
j-Q 
+-ji- i ;  G ( X j , t x i - a ( X j , t ) ) i ( X j e A „ )  
= a„i + a„2 + q:„3 (say) 
By earlier arguments, a„2 and a^s converge to zero in probability. Also, by Theo­
rem 2.1.4, Lemma 2.1.8, and Lemma 4.3.3; a^i converges to G{x,t){l — G{x,t)) in 
probability and the proof is complete. • 
Now we establish asymptotic normality of G n { x , t )  
Theorem 4.3.5 Assume the hypotheses of Theorem 4.2.3 and Lemma 4.3.1, i. e., 
assume that; 
T' / fiy)^y bounded in n, 
^ «/ An 
( " )  i  f  -  G i x y i ) \ f { y ) d y  0,  j  a n  
{ H i )  ^ / E u T / \ f { u ) d u  bounded in n, 
" J An 
{ i v )  8 n  —>• 0, n S n  —> GO as Tl —^ CO. 
Assume also that: 
[ v )  There exist a > 0 and for each a C t  such that 
\G{y,t) — G'(x,t)| < Ct\x — for y near a:, 
{ v i )  n S ^  —> 0 for some 1 < p < 5 + 2a. 
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t ^ j i A n T x ^ ,  < t ) ' - G { x , t ) }  
-  G { X j , ^ , t ) )  
E;Sf;iWr.v„, <()-G(X«,.i)) 
\ /4  ES.  a(xl ,„ t } { l  -  G ( X « „ t ) )  
^  i ; E f : i i G { X M „ t )  -  G ( x , t ) )  
= •2'ni + 2'„2 (say) 
To prove Theorem 4.3.5, first we will prove Lemma 4.3.7 and Lemma 4.3.8 below. 
For Lemma 4.3.7 we need the following result from Chung(1974), pp 199. 
Lemma 4.3.6 Let {^„j, 1 < i < k n ,  1 < n} be a double array of complex numbers 
satisfying the following conditions as n -H' oo : 
(i)  max{|0„j |  :  1 < j  < k„} 0; 
(^0 S!f=i l^njl < M < oo, where M does not depend on n; 
Sj=i ^nj where ^ is a (finite)complex number. 
Then we have 
k n  
n ( i + e x p ( i 9 )  
j=i 
Lemma 4.3.7 Let D — (t {Xo ,Xi , ...). Let ^„(0) = [exp(i^Zni) | D ] .  Then for 
each 9 in R, —s- exp( —in probability. 
Proof: Let = /(Ta'^v, < t ) ,  P n j  =  G i X ^ p t ) ,  and = \ J j 2 j = i  P n j i l  -  P n j ) -
Let 
^n = 
Then, ^ iV(0,l). 
We write 
= 
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For 6  in R ,  
= -E'a i 9  
in 
= n^A 
j=i exp(—(^nj - V n j ) )  I D  
(by conditional independence of 5„j) 
Let a { d , n , j )  = 1 + where [exp(^(^„j - p^j)) - l \ D  
Since [(5„j - p„j) | Z)] = 0, 
^nj 
= 
{exp( (^nj P n j ) )  1 { ^ n j  P n j ) }  \  D  
v n  v n  
{ e X p (  — ( < 5 „ j  -  V n j ) )  -  1  -  — ( < 5 „ j  -  V n j )  -  \ {  —  f { ^ n j  -  P n j ) ^ }  |  D  
Vrr V„ I V„ 
0 2  
~ Q ^ P n j i ^  ~  P n j )  
Since I exp(if) — 1 — it\ < ^ and \ e x v { i t )  —  1  —  i t  —  ^ for t real (See Feller 
(1971), pp 512), we have that 
^ ^ P n j { l - P n j )  \ o  n j  I < 2vl 
Thus Y.]=i l^njl < y and maa:{|^„j| : 1 < i < Z„} < 
2 
But by Lemma 4.3.4, ^ -+ G(x,t)(l — G { x , t )  in probability and since in —> oo in 
probability as well, max{|^„j| : 1 < j < Ln} —»• 0 in probability under conditioning 
b y  D .  
Also 
Ln £i2 
E ^ n j  +  J  
J=1 
= Z {exp(—(6„J - Vnj) - 1 - —(Snj -  Vnj) "  J( —)^(^nj " Pnj)^} I ^ 
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Then 
0'^. 1 4^, |i9| 
,•—1 " O *  « _ i  "n j = l  j = l 
l(9P r 1 
^  2;^ J 2  Ea  [(<5ni -  P n j f  I d ] (since - p „ j \ ^  < 2) 
n j=i 
< 
~ 3 Vn 
Since x;„ —> oo in probability, | y2j=i + yl 0 in probabiHty under conditioning 
by Z?. 
For any subsequence n  there exists a further subsequence n" such that along 
that, with probability one: max{|0nj| : 1 < i < —»• 0, + y —^ 0, 
and J 2 j=i l^njl < y; and so by Lemma 4.3.6, (f>niO) exp( —y) w.p. 1 along that 
subsequence n". This being true for every subsequence n', the result follows. • 
Lemma 4.3.8 Assume conditions {v) and {vi) in Theorem 4.3.5, i.e., (v) There 
e x i s t  a  >  0  a n d  f o r  e a c h  t ,  a  C t  s u c h  t h a t  \ G { y ^ t )  —  G { x , t ) \  <  C t \ y  —  { v i )  
n6^ —* 0 for some 1 < p < 5 + 2a. Then Z„2 ^ 0 in probability, where Zn2 defined 
in Theorem 4.3.5 is 
Proof: By Lemma 4.3.4, it is enough to prove that the numerator converges to zero 
in probability. To do this observe that 
- ^ ^ { G { X „ ^ , t ) - G ( x , t ) )  =  €  A „ )  
V-^n j-i V-^n j=o 
-3= Y, (G(Xj,i)-G(^,tmXj6A,) 
V ' - ^ n  j = o  
j 2  { G ( X j , t )  -  a { x , t m X j  €  A „ )  
J —•'A 
1 
+ 
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+-^ "E {G{Xj,t)-G{x,t)}HXjeA^} 
" i=T<» 
= a„i + a„2 + a„3 (say) 
By earlier arguments, ani + a„2 converges to zero in probability. Next, 
ijti K"ti ) _ ^ 
a„3 =  ^  'E { G ( X „ t )  -  G { x ,t) ) I { X j  e A„) 
^ 2 n 6 n f { x )  ^ 2 n 6 r r f { x )  K n  1 1 s ^  ^ N 
v/z; fix) n Kr, G{x,t))I{X^eA^) 
By Theorem 2.1.4 and Lemma 2.1.8, it is enough to prove that 
f j t i  ^ n )  _ ^ 
\J'^ n8n  ^ -^{G{Xj,t) - G{x,t))I{Xj e Ar,) 0 in probability , 
A 
To do that, consider first as non random. To go to the case in which Kn is random 
we follow the procedure used earlier. Let 
=  "E ^ ( G ( X „ t )  -  G ( x , t ) ) I ( X i  €  A „ )  
1 
y1n8n\ ^ I ^ ^ 
t=l e2 
2n8r, 
r'"-i 
£i& = T^Si E A„) 
^°n j=0 
1) _ 1 ^_ J 
E E { G { X j , t )  -  a { x , t ) ) ( G { x „ t )  -  G { x , t ) )  
j=0 k=j + l 
i { X j  e  A M X ,  e  A ^ )  
= oinai + «n32 (say) 
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a,3. = :^{G{y,t}-G{x,t)ff(y)dy 
"I® —y[<5n 
^On "/Ix-yK^n 
= o(s;+")  
By Theorem 1.4.2, 
a„32 = E :^(G(Xj,t)-G(x,t))I(XjeAJBx, 
j = 0  
t'"-i 
E ^(G(Xfe,i)-G(a;,0)/(^Y, Gyl„) 
k=l 25n 
A / 
J  la;- 25n 
^ 1 { G { y , t ) - G { x , t ) ) E y  E  ^ { G { X k , t ) - G { x , t ) ) I { X , e A r . )  
k = \  
f { y ) d y  
< 
\Ct 
zon 
= o(C"") 
Hence, = 0(5®"''^"). Also we have that 
\ E ^ ^ n i \  = A/ , ^|G(2/,0 - G(®,01/(2/)«^2/ 
./|x-J/|<5n ^Ofi 
- ^ / I . ^l^"f{y)dy i t j n  ./lx-yl<in 
= 0(6^'^") (since / is bounded) 
Therefore, Pa [V^\^ Uti U\ > e] = • 
Proof of Theorem 4.3.5: For 9 in R, 
E{exp{iOZ„i)) = £'(£J^(exp(i^2^„i | D)) 
=  E { M O ) )  
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By Lemma 4.3.7 and the bounded convergence theorem, the last expectation con­
verges to ea;p( —y). Thus Z„i A''(0,1). 
By Lemma 4.3.8, Z„2 —0 in probability. So by Slutsky's theorem, = Z^x + ^ n2 
iV(0,l). • 
Remark 1. Notice that Z„ is pivotal for G { x , t )  since the limit law of is A''(0,1) 
and is independent of all parameters. Thus, could be used to obtain confidence 
i n t e r v a l s  f o r  G { x , t ) .  
Remark 2. In the hypotheses of Theorem 4.3.5 (t), (ii), and ( i i i )  hold for almost all 
X  b y  L e b e s g u e  d e n s i t y  t h e o r e m  ( T h e o r e m  1 . 4 . 3 ) .  <  o o  i s  n e c e s s a r y  f o r  { i n ) .  
4.4 Simulation 
Take the autoregressive process from section 2.4. 
Let {G(a;,i) : a: G i?} be a family of exponential distributions with parameter A^. = 
10 + |a;|, i.e., 
G ( x , t )  =  1  —  exp( —- t )  t  >  0 .  
^ ^ ^M0+ Ixl ^ 
Given {Xn : re = 0,1,...}, let {r„ : n = 0,1,...} be a sequence of independent random 
variables such that 
P ( r „ < i | X „ : n -0,l , . . . )  = G{Xn,t)  
For n > 0, and for i > 0 define 5„ and Yt respectively as in section 4.1. 
Samples of size n=200 were generated from this process and by using the same 
value for used in section 2.4, we estimated G{x,t) for x = — 1, x = —0.5, x = 0.5, 
and X = 1. The results are shown in Figure 4.1. 
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Figure 4.1: Estimator of the sojourn time distribution (STD). Dotted 
line:Estimator, Continuous line:STD. 
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5. CONCLUSIONS AND FURTHER RESEARCH 
We have proved asymptotic results for kernel estimators of the stationary density 
and the transition density of a Markov chain under Harris condition. This is much 
weaker than Doeblin condition. Examples of Harris chains that do not satisfy Doeblin 
condition were given in chapter 1. 
The applications of our results are immediate. In fact, we have already presented 
an specific application to autoregressive processes. Following with this example, we 
can also define an estimator for p, based on /„ and We suggest an estimator for 
p, given by 
In a near future we will study the properties of this estimator. 
As it was said in chapter 1, our results can also be applied to the problem of 
storage of water in dams or reservoirs. There exists a Markov chain associated with 
this problem and that chain satisfies Harris condition. See Asmussen (1987). The 
dam model can be generalized to other models for storages and inventories. 
There are two problems, related to this thesis, on which we will do future re­
search. The first one is to complete the details in the proof of asymptotic normality 
of the estimators when no > 1 in Definition 1.3.5. As it was said in section 2.3, 
P n  
J x y q n { x , y ) d x d y  
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we need to check a Lindeberg condition for a double array of 1-dependent random 
variables. 
The second problem is concerning to the choosing of the bandwidth. There are 
several results for the i.i.d. case, some of them are cited in section 2.4. We will start 
studying this problem trying to extend those results to our case. We also have in 
mind an iterative method. 
All the results above are gotten or will be gotten for real-valued Harris chains. 
The next step could be extend them for Harris chain with state space S — R"^ for 
some m > 2. We have not done anything in this direction but we believe that by 
using the regeneration techniques we can prove similar results. 
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